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1.

A table grand gramophone,
Columbia Model 19A, in oak case with
No 7 soundbox, alloy internal horn and
adjustable louvres (in working order, but
gaskets hard)
£30-40

2.

A table grand gramophone,
Columbia Model 117, in oak case, with
No 8 soundbox and divided internal horn
enclosed by adjustable louvres (in working
order, small chip in lid veneer)
£30-40

3.

A horn gramophone, Victor 1,
with 8-inch turntable, Victor Exhibition
soundbox, black and brass horn, cannon
brake and oak case with corner pilasters
(in working order, gaskets and overall
condition good)
£300-400

4.

A portable gramophone, HMV
Model 99, No. 99009748, with No. 16
soundbox and black case with label of
Pengelly’s Ltd, Plymouth (lacking record
album, good condition)
£40-60

5.

A portable gramophone, Decca
Nursery model, with Dora Roderick
decoration and nickelled Decca Meltrope
soundbox,dated 11.11.50 (good overall
condition)
£50-70

6.

A cabinet gramophone, Apollo,
in mahogany case, with Apollo Junior
soundbox (gaskets decayed, motor runs,
motor board and lid-stay screws loose,
cabinet good)
£20-40

7.

A portable gramophone, HMV
model 100, in black case with HMV
Exhibition soundbox on gooseneck tonearm with rising rear bearing over reflector,
1924-5 (in working order, case good,
slighly scuffing on corners)
£80-120

8.

A cabinet gramophone, Victor
(Canada) Victrola Alvara, No. C88617E,
in walnut case with electric motor,
Victor Orthophonic soundbox and reentrant horn, two original accessory
boxes containing instructions for elctric
and spring motor models, oil and
grease, transit brackets for tone-arm,
spare soundbox (diaphragm damaged),
soundbox packaging and a sales leaflet
(torn at folds) and three original record
albums containing Royal speech and
other English records -- the cabinet 42
in. high, 25 ¾ in. wide (overall condition
good, but electric motor untested, voltage
unknown)
£120-180

9.

A table grand gramophone,
HMV Model 6, in oak case with HMV
Exhibition soundbox (motor runs, general
condition good but dirty, replacement
turntable baize, replacement bottom
board, soundbox OK but nickel flaking,
back rubber distorted)
£40-60

10.

A cabinet gramophone, HMV
Model 10, in oak case, with HMV
Exhibition soundbox on gooseneck tonearm (motor runs, soundbox OK, case in
good condition)
£40-60

11.

A cabinet gramophone, HMV
Model 193, No. 1930000102, in oak
case with lid key, with oil-bath motor, reentrant tone chamber enclosed by clothbacked fret and doors, two lid-stays, 5A
soundbox and oxidised silver fittings (in
working order, good overall condition, top
of lid refinished)
£1500-2000

12.

A cabinet gramophone, Victrola
XVII, in mahogany case with gilt fittings,
Victor Exhibition soundbox and square
horn mouth (working order, some marks
on case, one castor defective, good overall
condition)
£80-120

13.

Two table grand gramophones,
in mahogany cases: HMV Model 109,
with brass-backed No 4 soundbox (case
refinshed, motor seized); and a 103 (case
refinished, mainspring slipping) (2)
£50-70
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14.

A table grand gramophone,
Cliftophone, in oak case, with diecast
Cliftophone soundbox on self-supporting
tone-arm (working order, gold finish on
tone-arm and soundbox flaking, winder
seized in situ, old open joint in lid-top)
£30-50

15.

A table grand gramophone,
HMV Model IXA in mahogany case with
stringing inlay, Gramophone Co. Exhibition
soundbox and 12-inch turntable (working
order, case refinished)
£50-80

16.

Gramophone ephemera, three
advertisements: Edison Bell Winner New
Issues, May 1933, framed and glazed
- 23 x 14 ½ in. overall; Columbia Record
Player, folding three-section card, 19
½ x 30 in. open, c. 1938; and a Capitol
advertisement, 1959, framed and glazed
(3)
£20-30

17.

A hornless gramophone, Pathé
‘The Mikado’, in mahogany case with
Pathé Multitone reproducer (lacking
stylus and winder, motor board reinforced
below, motor runs)
£30-50

18.

A table grand gramophone,
Pathé No 36, in mahogany case with ogee
front to lid, Concert reproducer with stylus
(motor runs, case in good order but some
scratches on lid, one door knob missing)
£40-60

19.

A horn gramophone, HMV
Model 32, with mahogany-finished teak
case, No. 4 soundbox, quadruple-spring
No. 34 motor, 12-inch turntable and black
Morning Glory horn (20½ x 21 in. diam.)
(working order, needs ‘tidying’, trademark replaced)
£400-600

20.

HMV Model 8 (TCAM), in
mahogany case with Gram. Co soundbox
No. 588700, gooseneck tone-arm and 12inch turntable, 27 MAR 1918 (working
order, some scratches and alligatoring on
lid, speed control very rusty)
£30-40

21.

A table grand gramophone,
HMV Model 109, in oak case with No 4
soundbox (working, in good condtion,
motor board knob detached)
£30-50
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22.
A portable gramophone, HMV
Model PAO, in oak case with two lid
catches and HMV Exhibition soundbox
(working, good condition, carrying handle
present but broken)
£80-120
23.
A hornless gramophone, HMV
Model 1, in oak case with HMV Exhibition
soundbox (gaskets hard),supplied by
Paish & Co, Exeter, Torquay and Paignton
(working order)
£30-50
24.
A portable gramophone, Decca
Model 33, in black case (working order,
slight scuffs on case, winding knob poor)
£20-40
25.
A portable gramophone, Decca
66, with replacement soundbox, internal
horn connecting to lid, record tray and
black case (working order, replacement
soundbox, some corrosion on internal
parts)
£30-50
26.
A table grand gramophone,
Columbia Model 117A, in oak case, with
No. 9 soundbox on plano-reflex tone-arm
(good overall condition, working, exterior
possibly refinished)
£40-60
27.
Talking machine literature,
approximately 22 books and booklets
relating
to
gramophones
and
phonographs, by James, Frow, Webb &
Wilson, Fabrizio and others (22)
£30-50
28.
A cabinet gramophone, Edison
Bell Discaphone bijou cabinet in mahogany
case with crossbanded stringing on tapered
legs, with later Edison-Bell soundbox
(mainspring defective, otherwise good
condition) -33 in. high
£50-80
29.
A cabinet gramophone, HMV
Model 192, with No 4 soundbox and
‘saxophone’ internal horn, oak case with
gilt fittings, supplied by James Smith &
Sons, Liverpool (working, plays well, some
veneer on doors lifting)
£100-150
30.
A cabinet gramophone, HMV
Junior Grand in mahogany case with
(later) HMV Exhibition soundbox, and
1910 rectangular transfer in lid (motor
runs but noisy, generally good condition,
a few marks on the case)
£80-120
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31.
A horn gramophone, HMV
Model VIIA with mahogany case and fluted
horn, USA Gram. Co Exhibition soundbox,
supplied by W.S. Elliott, St Albans, Watford
& Harrow (working, no winder, one veneer
chip on horn, transfer on horn flaking)
£700-1000
32.

A
portable
gramophone,
HMV Model 97 in red case with No. 21
soundbox, record tray and lid key, 1939
(works, exterior rubbed)
£60-90

33.

A portable gramophone, HMV
Model C102H, in black case, with 5B
soundbox, 1953 (working order but
governor needs attention, case good)
£50-100

34.

A portable gramophone, Decca
Nursery model, with Dora Roderick
decoration and Decca Meltrope soundbox,
dated 17.9.53 (some spots on outer case,
bayonet stud on soundbox defective)
£40-60

35.

A
portable
gramophone,
Academy Senior, with Academy soundbox,
red enamelled metal motor-board and
folding winder (working order but damage
to diecast tone-arm bearing, carrying
handle broken)
£30-40

36.

Two portable gramophones,
HMV C101G (working order, some mildew
inside, no turntable circlip, cloth on base
defective); and a Linguaphone portable
gramophone (working order, case good)
(2)
£40-60

37.

Two portable gramophones,
Decca: Model 110, with No. 8 soundbox
(lacking record album); and a brown
Fibrocite Decca Junior (hinges and interior
affectedby damp) (2)
£30-50

38.
A phonograph, Edison Gem
Model B No. G177748, with C reproducer
and banner transfer on lid; and a brass
horn -- 30 in. long (no crane; phonograph
works, but stop/start/speed control needs
adjustment)
£120-150
39.

A phonograph horn, Edison No.
11 Cygnet (repainted, one panel repaired)
£80-120

40.

A horn gramophone, Tyrela, with
mahogany case, Garrard motor, Magnet
type soundbox and repainted fluted horn
(working order, no felt on turntable, needle
bowls missing, case in good condition)
£150-250

41.

A table gramophone, HMV
Model 461, in quarter-veneered oak
case with gilt fittings, No 4 soundbox and
internal horn emerging at rear (working
order, but veneer peeling badly on sides,
with some corner sections missing)
£30-40

42.

Phonograph
Blue Amberols
£40-60

cylinders,

Forty

43.

Phonograph cylinders, twominute wax, approximately fifty including
four red-lettered ‘Special’ series, in
cartons (condition varied)
£40-60

44.

Gramophone records, children’s:
two carrying cases, four Kid Kord albums
and approximately 25 other children’s
records; and six 12-inch single-sided
records by Caruso and others, in an album
£20-30

45.

Gramophone records, World:
four 12-inch, Speeds C and D, one in
original cover (4)
£20-30

46.

Two portable radio receivers,
a Roberts 60208 three-valve receiver
in green case; and McMichael Type MS
369, in black case (both untested, good
cosmetic condition)
£20-30

47.

A bakelite radio receiver, Ekco
type ACT 96 Transportable receiver, with
1936 presentation label on front (Case
sound, internal condition unknown)
£40-60

48.

A bakelite radio receiver, GEC
Type BC 3946 battery receiver (internal
condition unknown); an RCA Radiola horn
speaker, Type UZ 1325; and an Amplion
wood speaker bell (3)
£30-50

49.

Radio literature, nine mainly
radio-related books; and two large
Canadian valves by Westinghouse and
Marconi (11)
£20-30
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50.

A portable radiogram, Alba,
with spring motor, mains/battery switch,
Garrard pick-up and cream and brown
case (untested, some old worm in case)
£20-40

60.

A gramophone toy, Tango Two,
in carton, with dancers and three cams
(condtion fair, box good)
£30-50

A coin-operated gramophone,
a Concert Automatique Francais pedestal
machine of Pathé type with large brass
horn, enclosed hill-and-dale reproducer
with stylus, double spring motor with
coin-release, in refinished case with
tambour front enclosing shelves with
approximately forty Pathé discs -- overall
height 83 in. (motor runs)
£400-600

52.

61.

51.

Gramophone soundboxes, HMV:
a 5B in carton, a 5A, a No 2 with clip (no
needle screw) (4) (condition: all good, not
mint, hard gaskets on Exhibition and No.
2)
£80-120

53.

Gramophone
soundboxes,
Exhibition: G & T No. 198884 (new
gaskets); and HMV (hard gaskets) (2)
£40-60

54.

Gramophone
soundboxes,
Victor Exhibition No. 309267, Victrola No
2 (both hard gaskets); an Edison reorder
(no stylus); and a mandrel (4)
£40-60

55.

Gramophone
acessories,
including four record pads, twelve needle
tins and containers, eight winders, four lid
stays, various check springs; and a silvertopped hat brush
£40-70

56.

Gramophone soundboxes, ten,
various; and two nickel-plated pick-ups
(12)
£30-50

57.

A
cabinet
gramophone,
Dulceola,
with
Dulcephone
New
Crescendo soundbox on gooseneck arm,
in mahogany case on spade feet -- 41½ in.
high
£20-40

58.

A
cabinet
gramophone,
Victrola ‘Hump backed’ Model VV300, in
mahogany case with gilt internal fittings
(now with HMV No 4 soundbox) - supplied
by Harry Parnes, Brooklyn, N.Y. -- 38 in.
wide
£40-60

59.

A radiogram, Maestrophone,
with BTH pick up, in mahogany case with
4-valve chassis, control panel in front and
panelled doors, on short cabriole legs
-- 45½ in. high (untested, not for mains
connection)
£30-50
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A horn gramophone, with Pathé
Concert soundbox with stylus, and blue
flower horn; and two other horns, one
incomplete (3)
£80-120

62.

A table grand gramophone,
Vesper, but with replacement tonearm and soundbox, in (Waring & Gillow)
mahogany case with Garrard 1a motor
and brass door escutcheons (motor runs,
winder replaced)
£30-50

63.

A horn gramophone, incomplete:
a Disc Graphophone, now with No 6
soundbox and adapted flower horn (no
motor)
£50-70

64.

A table grand gramophone, HMV
Model 130, in mahogany case, with 5A
soundbox (working order, good condition,
case refinished)
£70-100

65.

An Edison phonograph, Standard
Model B No. S337156, with C reproducer
and a small German flower horn (neck
detached) (working order); ten cylinders,
most with mildew; and an original Edison
Phonograph catalogue
£150-200

66.

A small portable gramophone,
with National Band Junior soundbox and
three needle tins (working order, but
speed adjustment needs attention); and a
quantity of 10-inch popular records, in a
carrier and loose, c. 1910-1950
£30-50

67.

A table grand gramophone, HMV
Model 103 (no soundbox or winder, door
knobs replaced, case in good condition
£20-30

68.

A portable gramophone, HMV
Model 102A, No. 102041170, with No.
16 soundbox (no winder, case affected by
damp)
£20-30

69.

Gramophone
approximately 120, mainly
popular, c. 1920-1950
£20-40

records,
10-inch,

70.

Two crystal sets, a BTH Bijou
with bridging piece (detector incomplete),
in maker’s carton, with a pair of BTH
headphones; and a Chakophone, with
three Mighty Atom tins, instructions in lid
and three pairs of headphones
£80-120

71.

A key-wind musical box, No.
7030, playing six airs, in flame mahoganyveneered case with exposed controls -- 15
½ in wide, the cylinder 10 in. (overhauled,
plays very well, no tune-sheet)
£400-600

72.

A rare but damaged musical box,
by L’Epée, No. 1564, with nickel-plated
mandoline four-air cylinder (presumably
overtures) and wood-handled winding
lever, in rosewood-veneered case with
brass and pewter inlay -- the cylinder 14 ½
in x 3 ¼ in diam. (approximately 88 of 183
teeth off, governor bent)
£50-100

73.

Star Wars trade cards, two
albums containing various sets and part
sets of Star Wars cards, including The
Empire Strikes Back (parcel)
£80-120

74.

Trade Cards, four albums of tv
and film related trade cards, including
Mork & Mindy, Olivia, Charlie’s Angels,
grease, Thunderbirds, Stingray, Dracula,
Monster Laffs, MASH, Happy Days and
many more (parcel)
£50-100

75.

Trade Cards, five large albums of
various sets, to include, War Bulletin, Man
on the Moon, Batman, Popeye, Captain
Scarlett, Battle of Britain, Tarzan, Planet of
the Apes, and many more (parcel)
£50-100

76.

Cigarette and Trade cards, a very
large collection of loose cards, various
makers and conditions (parcel)
£50-100

77.

Trade Cards, nine albums of
various sets, covering a number of
subjects, including sport, transport,
history, leisure, events and many more
(parcel)
£50-100
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78.
Carreras, an album containing
various photographic sets, including
Glamour Girls of Stage and Film, Film
and Stage beauties, Film Stars and Real
Photographs, together with a large
selection of photographic cigarette cards,
sets and duplications (parcel)
£50-100
79.

Trade Cards, four albums
containing various sets, comprising The
Beatles, Land of the Giants, Elvis, Abba,
Marilyn Monroe, Batman, American
Motors, The Osmond’s, and more (parcel)
£50-100

80.

Trade Cards, four albums of
various trade card sets, including, Batman
(many different sets), Close Encounters of
the Third Kinds, Superman, Thunderbirds,
The Beatles, and more, some with
facsimile signatures (parcel)
£50-100

81.
Cigarette Cards, a very large
collection of various sets, part sets and
odd, from different makers, including Turf,
Ardath, Carreras, Ogdens, Churchmans
and more (qty)
£50-100
82.
Cigarette
Cards,
a
large
collection of various sets, part sets and
odds, including Ogdens, Turf, Fry’s, Thos.
Nicholls & Co, Top Flight and many more
(12 albums)
£50-100
83.

Cigarette Cards, a selection of
framed and glazed sets, together with a
large collection of sets laid down in books,
plus a selection of framed and glazed
reproduction advertising images (parcel)
£50-100

84.

Trade Cards, an assortment
of various makers trade cards, mainly
sporting, also Liebig cards (parcel)
£50-100

85.
Cigarettes cards, three boxes
of cigarette card sets, plus cigar sets,
together with various part sets and odds,
sleeved and loose
£30-50
86.
Six modern albums, contain
mainly part sets, most cigarette and
few trade, Players, Wills, Gallagher,
Churchman and more, mixed condition,
Fair/VG, plus four empty albums
£40-60
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87.

Two albums, mainly cigarette
part sets, Ogdens, Leaders of men, players
Live stock XL, plus other Players, Ogdens,
Phillips, etc, mixed condition fair/VG
£30-50

88.

An album containing better card
part sets, including 45/48 Carreras Alice
in Wonderland, 28/50 Mitchell Humorous
Drawings, 29/50 Ogdens Racing Pigeons,
9/25 Players Golf and a few others, mixed
condition, mainly good or better
£30-50

89.

Two
albums
contain
20
complete sets, including three modern
cigar issues, comprising Players Arms
and Armour, Churchman Warriors of all
Nations, Ogdens Marvel of Motion and
more (parcel)
£30-50

90.

Two albums of 30 complete
sets, all transport related, including five
modern cigar issues, comprising Rospa
Modern British Cars, Rospa Modern
British Motorcycles, Ogdens Modes of
Conveyance, Players Historic Ships (XL10)
and more, mixed condition, mostly good
£40-60

91.

A modern album of silk issues,
including Tartans, Ships Badges, etc
£30-50

92.

Silks, Turmac Sporting and other
figures (Depose), A1-16 complete (16
large size), B1-15 complete, C1-17 missing
C7, and D1-14 complete (D4 is large size),
plus four lots of E numbers (3,9,19,22) plus
others of similar sport issues, condition
good
£80-100

93.

Taddys, V.C.Heroes Boer War,
Numbers 47, 53, 69 and 77, together with
Boer Leaders Number 3 and 18, Honours
& Ribbons number 17 and 22, Royalty
Series no.7, Coronation Series number
16and another (11)
£20-40

94.

Six albums of mainly overseas
cards, part sets and odds, BAT, Wills,
Scissors, Chinese and more (parcel)
£80-100

95.

An album of overseas cigarette
cards, to include 48/50 BAT Teal Film
Stars, 23 BAT Sporting Girls, 56 Hatamen
Chinese Beauties and many more, mainly
good condition
£60-80

96.

An album of six complete sets,
Godfrey Phillips Chinese Series, Hassan
Lighthouse Series, ITC Indian Historical
Views, BAT World Famous Seminar Artists,
BAT Beauties Playing Card Tobacco Leaf
Back, and Duo Language Pre-Historic
Animals, Fair/Gd, mostly good
£80-100

97.

An album of apparently
complete sets, all issued by Wills Pirate,
Ancient Warriors (100), Chinese Beauties
2 sets of 25 1st and 2nd, Actors and
Actresses (28) and Chinese Proverbs (50),
mainly good
£100-120

98.

An album of mainly Sporting
cards, including 108 BAT Famous
Footballers 1st - 3rd Series, complete set
of DC Thompson This Years TOP Form
Footballers, Ogdens Boxing 24/25
£60-80

99.

An album of overseas cards,
mainly part sets, to include 32/37 BAT
Railway Nautch Girl, Nanyang Air Transport
37/40, plus many other BAT Chinese/plain
back issues, mainly good
£50-80

100.

An album of 10 BAT full sets, to
include Aviation Series, Best Dogs of their
Breed, Children’s Series (Chinese plain
back 100 cards), and other, mainly good
£80-100

101.

An album of mainly complete
13 sets, including Huntley and Palmer
Soldiers of Europe, plus another Huntley
and Palmer Set with damaged backs,
Favourite Dogs by Weeties (Australia
Issue), Cadburys Fairy Tales, Drapekin
Puzzle pictures and more, mainly good
£80-100

102.

Complete set of 100 Wills Pirate
Chinese Ancient Warriors, mainly good to
vg
£60-80

103.

BAT, Famous Footballers, 1st,
2nd and 3rd series complete (150 cards),
mostly good, few slightly lower grade
£80-100

104.

BAT, Sports and Games in many
lands, complete set, 25 cards, number 25
good, rest vg/excellent
£40-60
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105.

American Tobacco Company,
Military Uniforms C Series, complete set,
27 cards, mainly good
£60-80

106.

Faulkner, Our Gallant Grenadiers
(no ITC Clause), generally good
£80-100

107.

A box full of various silk issues,
including Flags, badges etc
£40-60

108.

A complete set of Canastas
Flowers postcard size, 30 silks, no folders,
sold with two empty folders, silks good,
folders fair
£60-80

109.

An album of four silk full sets,
Godfrey Phillips Flags 7th Series (120),
Wills Birds and Animals of Australia (50),
Salmon and Guckstein Pottery (50), BAT
Arms of the British Empire (50). Good or
better
£80-100

110.

Two albums of Kensitas silk
flowers, including apparently completely
complete (60) 1st series, and near set
small sized small series, plus a collection
of odds of large and small sizes, a few 2nd
series noted, most with some without
folders (parcel)
£60-80

111.

A complete set of Wills Three
Castles, Kings and Queens of England
silks, good
£30-50

112.

BDV Silks, Football League
colours, 55 different, good condition, a
few minor foxing marks
£30-50

113.

A complete set of Wills Three
Castles, War medals (69 cards)
£30-50

114.

Three framed and glazed sets,
comprising Wills Arms of Companies and
Players Uniforms of the Territorial Army,
five sets in total, three duplicated of Wills
and two of the players
£10-15

115.

American Tobacco Silks, two part
sets Indian Portraits Set A (mostly Tokio
Cigarettes, Sovereign Cigarettes (1) and
Blank (1), M48/50 together with Standard
Bearers (Spanish Titles) M43/50, F-G
£80-120
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116.

Silks Depicting Flowers and
Birds, a group of unusual larger tobacco
silks all appear to be early 20th century
issues, comprising nine depicting pairs or
groups of British Birds the largest 18cm
wide x 22cm high, together with examples
depicting flowers the largest 29cm wide
by 33cm high (30), and an uncut sheet
28 of floral silks, many with marks/dirt, F,
(Qty)
£50-80

117.

Silks Depicting Children in Period
Costume, a group of unusual large and
small tobacco silks all appear to be early
20th century issues, all depicting portraits
of children in period costume, the largest
21cm wide by 30cm high, many with
marks/dirt, F (23)
£50-120

118.

Silks Depicting Children and
Animals, a group of unusual larger tobacco
silks all appear to be early 20th century
issues, comprising ten depicting pairs or
group of children all in period costume
the largest 15cm wide by 20 cm high,
together with five depicting dogs and cats
the largest 15cm wide xby 22cm high, one
small depicting dogs reading newspapers,
many with marks/dirt, F, (15)
£50-80

119.

Silks
Depicting
Christmas
Themes and Cherubs, a group of unusual
larger tobacco silks all appear to be
early 20th century issues, including five
depicting cherubs (14 cm wide by 18cm
high), one of Victorian girl on a sleigh
pulled by bears (14cm wide by 22cm high)
and four depicting St Nicholas (in white),
Gabriel and Cherubs in Winter Costume
(17cm wide by 22cm high) together with
three matching smaller examples and a
pair depicting Mary and Jesus, many with
marks/dirt, F (14)
£50-80

120.

Silks Depicting Landscapes
and Sepia Portraits, a group of unusual
larger tobacco silks all appear to be early
20th century issues, including sepia and
coloured landscapes the largest 16cm
wide by 24cm high (9) together with sepia
portraits of figures in period costume the
largest 22cm wide by 25cm high (6), many
with marks/dirt, F, (15)
£50-60

121.

Silks Depicting Groups and Duos
in Period Costume, a collection of mainly
larger tobacco silks all appear to be early
20th century issues all depicting period
scenes with a duo or groups of figures the
largest 16cm wide by 24cm high, many
with marks/dirt, F, (25)
£50-80

122.

Silks Depicting Couples in Period
Costume, a collection of tobacco silks in
varying sizes all appear to be early 20th
century issues all depicting scenes with
couples in period costumes, the largest
18cm wide by 22cm high, many with
marks/dirt, F, (28)
£50-80

123.

Silks Depicting Portraits of
Period Beauties, a collection of tobacco
silks in varying sizes all appear to be early
20th century issues, mainly depicting
portraits of glamorous young women in
period costume the largest 13cm wide
by 18cm high, includes to small male
portraits in period costume, many with
marks/dirt, F (27)
£50-80

124.

Silks Depicting Period Portraits,
a collection of mainly larger tobacco silks
all appear to be early 20th century issues,
including two with figures on bicycles and
another with a carriage and horses (22cm
wide by 13cm high), two of children with
animals (17cm wide by 28cm high), two
of “Eastern Princess” (17” wide by 33cm
high) and six others together with a group
of four in different sizes all depicting the
same image of a nymph like Victorian
girl, and another two similar, many with
marks/dirt, F, (18)
£50-80

125.

Silks by American Tobacco
and Themans & Co, American Tobacco
Actresses set 1B Old Mill Brand M79,
including 10 colour and 2 printed name
variations some rarer numbers, together
with Themans & Co Series D6 P12/13
missing D10 John Bunny, F-G, (Qty)
£80-100

126.

Silks Depicting Military and
Political Leaders, Imperial Tobacco World
Flags with Leaders P25, together with
Robert Sinclair British WWI Heroes M11
including No 8 without RS in circle and BAT
Military Series Spanish language depicting
international soldiers M25, F-G, (Qty)
£80-100
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127. National Flag Silks By American
Tobacco and Anstie & Co, American
Tobacco National Flags and Arms P30
redrawn designs, serif lettering all factory
64, together with a set of Anstie & Co
Flags M40 plus six variations, F-G, (Qty)
£80-100

134.

128. American
Themed
Silks,
American Tobacco National Flags Stars
and Stripes G1 with ATC envelope and
State Flags M19 printed with various
brands, together with College Pennants
T21 Twelfth Night Cigarettes including a
colour variation, plus two unbranded and
Yacht Club Pennants T5 plus one colour
variation, F-G, (Qty)
£80-100

135.

129. Silk Issues Depicting Butterflies
and Flowers, BAT issues comprising,
British Butterflies L16, British Roses L25
and Butterflies and Moths Set A M42 and
Set B M7, F-G, (Qty)
£80-100
130. Arabic Proverbs and Dutch
Themed Silk Issues, Arabic Proverbs
by BAT L23, together with Turkish
Macedonian Tobacco Co Dutch Provincial
Costumes A12 plus two variations, A
Nature Calendar series M13 and Red
Riding Hood M7, F-G, (Qty)
£60-80
131.

American Tobacco Felt Issues,
Miniature Indian Blankets 14 x 95mm
with factory numbers (11) plus one colour
variation, together with Butterfly designs
96x 130mm (2), 140 x 215mm (11), F-G,
(Qty)
£60-80

132. American Tobacco Company
Flags and Pennants, National Flags 16 in
various sizes the largest 100 x 165 mm,
together with Pennant shaped National
Flags (4), F-G, (Qty)
£60-80
133. Heraldic and Coats of Arm Silk
Issues, various issues including a set
Wills Crests and Colours of Australian
Universities, Colleges and Schools, M50
all with paper backs, Godfrey Phillips BDV
Town and City Arms (M 11), Clan Tartans
(M5) and (P2) and Heraldic Series (M25)
and (P3), F-G, (Qty)
£80-100
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National and Military Leader
Silk Issues, Imperial Tobacco World
Flags with Leaders (P18), together with
Godfrey Phillips BDV Great War Leaders
and Celebrities (P4) one glued down, F-G,
(Qty)
£50-60
National Flag Silk Issues, Godfrey
Phillips BDV Flags (P29) and Allies Flags
(P1), Muratti national flags (M25), various
other National Flag silks mostly (M)
including BDV, Kensitas and others (18)
and a thirteen woven National Flags (M),
F-G, (Qty)
£60-80

136.

Silks Depicting Medals and
Military Banners, Wills War Medals (71
M), all with paper backs, Major Drapkin,
Regimental Colours & Badges of the Indian
Army (40 M) without vertical pillars,
together with Anstie’s Regimental Badges
(123) and five other similar silks (M) one a
portrait of Kitchener, F-G, (Qty)
£80-120

137.

Regimental
Banner
Silks,
Regimental Banners issued by Muratti,
including many duplicates (400 M),
together with similar examples by BDV (4
P) and four others also P, F-G, (Qty)
£100-150

138.

Old Master Silk Issues and
others, old Masters issued by Godfrey
Phillips BDV, (150 M) and eleven similar
also by BDV (P), mostly branded BDV,
together with R & J Hill Spinet Cigarettes
Famous Pictures (40 M), Salmon &
Gluckstein Pottery Types (L 20) and
modern silk postcards by William Franklin
Shakespearian Characters (6) F-G, (Qty)
£100-120

139.

Floral and Bird Silk Issues, various
issues comprising, Wills Popular Flowers
(50 M) all with paper backs, B Morris &
Sons English Flowers (M18) twelve with
paper backs, Australian Wild Flowers
possibly Wills (M 18) with paper backs,
Kensitas Flowers (5 P) in card sleeves plus
small empty card sleeves, United Tobacco
British Roses (4) and five large floral silks
(unknown P+), together with United
Tobacco British Butterflies (M 10), Morris
& Sons English & Foreign Birds, (Set L25),
R & J Lea Butterflies and Moths (2 P) two
silks of dogs (M) and modern embroidered
butterfly shaped, fabric butterflies (P 14),
F-G, (Qty)
£80-100

140.

A collection of stamps and FDC,
mostly schoolboy albums and loose,
three albums of FDC’s, together with four
medallions and a pocket watch (parcel)
£60-80

141.

A diverse collection of stamps,
two boxes with several schoolboy albums,
and many loose stamps in plastic bags (2
boxes)
£50-80

142.

A collection of stamp collecting
accessories, and other items, including
a Red Devils signed t-shirt in frame, with
several empty small stock books, in two
boxes
£40-60

143.

A small collection of stamps,
presented in four albums, some 19th
Century represented
£40-60

144.

A large collection of First
Day Covers, in ten folders, early 1990s
onwards, covering various subject matter
(qty)
£100-150

145.

An extensive collection of First
Day Covers, in 12 presentation folders,
mainly 2000 onwards, various subject
matters (qty)
£120-180

146.

Ten large folders of First Day
Covers, containing 1970s, 80s and 90s
examples, various subject matters (qty)
£100-150

147.

An assortment of First Day
Covers, comprising one folder of
1960s/70s and numerous smaller folders
with later examples, plus a collection of
loose modern First Day Covers (qty)
£70-100

148.

A collection of stamps and
postcards, one box with loose stamps and
several sheets of stamps from Niger, Ivory
Coast and Guyane Francaise and more,
also a box full of postcards
£50-100

149.

A large collection of loose
stamps, including a suitcase full of loose
mainly British stamps, and two boxes of
loose stamps and envelopes and some
First Day Covers
£50-100
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150.

Three boxes of loose stamps and
envelopes
£50-100

151.

A group of stamps, presented in
seven albums, also one empty album, very
mixed
£50-100

160.

A collection of British Mint
stamps, presented in two folders, a stock
book, loose pages and a 2002 Definitive
Stamp Collection, stamped dated from
the reign of George V, c1925 to present
day (parcel)
£80-120

168.

A collection of British and World
stamps, in eight albums and loose, some
concentration of the Channel Islands and
Isle of Man, along with loose examples,
also several modern Crowns and a
Austrian Olympic coin (parcel)
£120-180

161.

A collection of British and
World stamps, plus other items, mainly
used, some 19th Century representation,
presented in four stock books, and two
folders, alone with a 1937 Coronation tin,
scarf and Fry’s Chocolate wrapper and
several stamp books
£80-120

169.

A 1960s First Man On The Moon
First Day Cover, dated 21 July 1969,
bearing three ink signatures, possibly
signed by Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and
Michael Collins, tear to upper right corner,
in folder with two photocopies
£100-200

153.

162.

170.

152.

A good school boy stamp album,
compiled in a green album, handwritten
and marked to the title page Great Britain
And The Colonies 1840 to mid 1942 Drawn
Out and Produced by R. Sadler, with two
penny blacks, OC and BA, many penny
reds and more
£80-120

154.

A collection of stamps and First
Day Covers, including an 1876 envelope
in a frame, a folder of FDCs and four mint
stamp sets, an arch lever with handwritten
notes for British and world stamps, and
two further albums
£60-100

155.

A collection of Royal Mail
presentation mint stamp packs, approx
150, from the 1990s and 2000s, together
with a folder of FDCs and a SG book
£80-120

Two vintage stamp albums,
one better populated with 19th and 20th
Century world stamps, the other a school
boy effort from c.1960s (2)
£50-100

163.

A small collection of Charles
and Diana items, including a £5 coin FDC,
a Royal Wedding programme and other
stamps, along with other FDCs and stamps
(parcel)
£30-50

164.

A collection of stamps and other
items, including seven mint sets, two
school boy albums, a small group of coins,
various cigarette cards in albums, loose
stamps and two cards by dress designer
Norman Hartwell (parcel)
£50-100

165.

156.

A penny black stamp, the CE
stamp presented in Harrington & Byrne
folder with certificate of authenticity
£50-80

A collection of stamps, including
two well populated Royal Mail albums,
two sparsely populated Great British
albums, together with two bags of loose
stamps (parcel)
£50-100

157.

166.

A penny black stamp, presented
in Harrington & Byrne folder with
certificate of authenticity
£50-80

158.

A penny black and two penny
blue stamp, TF and BG stamps presented
in Westminster folder with certificate
titled The World’s Most Famous Stamps
£50-100

159.

Nine albums of First Day Covers
and related items, including many FDCs
from the 1980s to 2000s, along with
several mint stamp sets and numismatic
covers, one from Hong Kong with silver
gilt medallion and more (9)
£100-200
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A collection of British and World
stamps, including several Mint stamp
examples, an album containing mint and
used, 1950s onwards, plus two school boy
albums (parcel)
£40-60

167.

A collection of World stamps,
presented in seven albums, one album
dedicated to the USA, mainly 20th Century,
another album for Great Britain, together
with a small stock book of British stamps,
an envelope of unused stamps and more
(parcel)
£300-500

A collection Stamos and other
items, including two vintage schoolboy
albums, a framed and glazed FDC stamps
set signed by Christopher Milne, postcards
and stamps, two framed coin and
medallion sets from Heritage Mint, and
more (parcel)
£50-100
An assortment of FDCs, in five
albums, dating from the 1980s -2000s
£50-100

171.

A collection of British and World
stamps, in seven albums, and stock books
and loose, very mixed, together with
several modern half pennys (parcel)
£50-100

172.

A collection of World stamps,
presented in three stock books, a
cardboard drawer, a small stock book
and loose in several cigar boxes, needs
viewing, some mint (parcel)
£60-100

173.

A large collection of stamps and
FDCs, in albums, stock books and loose,
British and World Stamps (parcel)
£80-120

174.

Two boxes of loose and unsorted
stamps and books, in tins and cigarette
boxes, together with several cigarette
cards (parcel)
£50-100

175.

A collection of World stamps,
presented neatly in nine albums, with
a good selection from Commonwealth
Countries and well annotated, mainly
George Viand Elizabeth II, appears to be a
Father and Son collection, plus some FDCs
(parcel)
£200-300

176.

A small swaps stock book,
including an RL Penny Black, two Penny
Reds, and several other stamps (parcel)
£60-100
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177. A large collection of Penny Reds,
in a notebook, with many taken out, and
another school boy album with several
pages of Penny Reds and other world
Stamps (parcel)
£60-100
178. Six vintage stamp albums,
containing some 19th Century British and
World stamps, needs viewing (parcel)
£80-120

184.

Postcards, P2, period album,
PP, musicians, some with autographs,
some facsimile, including Kubelik, Melba,
Percy Grainger, dated Aug 1913, Parry,
Sir Alexander Mackenzie with musical
quotation dated Sept. 1913, and actors
and actresses, G (47)
£40-60

185.

180. A collection of British and World
stamps, in two folders, 19th and 20th
Century examples, plus loose in tins,
together witj a small selection of coins,
cigarette cards and motoring magazines
(parcel)
£80-120

Postcards, P3, relating to Mrs
Adlington of The Bell pub, Homerton World War One - RP five Army Service
Corps men leaning on Wolseley CR-Type
3 Ton lorry, G (1), Sportsman’s Batallion
at Hornchurch November 1914 (1), naval
gunner leaning on gun, caption recto
‘Taken at the foremost gun on board
HMTBD Narborough’, (1916 - ship lost in
1918) F (1), playing cards on deck HMS
Natal, 1912 (1), destroyer Wakeful after
collision with Vendetta, ‘Not to be taken
out of ship’ stamp (1), embroidered
silks (4), soldiers and sailors in studios,
including wounded (16), P4, RP from HM
Submarine H-48 at Helensburgh with
details of voyage, 1920 (1), F-G (26)
£40-60

181.

186.

179. A collection of stamps and other
collectables, including loose stamps, from
USA and Canada in a cigarette box, two
sheets of George VI stamps, other loose
stamps, along with cigarette cards, coins
and modern crowns and more (parcel)
£70-100

Postcards, P2, British railways
overseas and locomotive exports - India,
RP accident at Dehra Dun near Mussorie,
Sea Post cancellations, October 1906,
sent to three brothers at school, one
at Wellington College, probably from
Bernard Geidt, Indian Civil Service justice
department (3), RP various trains (5), PP/
coloured various trains (9), Egypt and
South Africa Oilettes (6), other countries
(4), Tuck PP Kerr Stuart ‘Famous Tank and
Tender Engines’ (11), G, one P
£40-60

182. A substantial collection of
Tom Browne postcards, comic cartoon
subjects including cricket, army, navy,
spooning, honeymoons, Diabolo, hunting,
polo, racing, clowns, song cards, motoring,
cycling, Hansom cabs, Weary Willie and
Tired Tim and advertising carsd, published
by Davidson Bros and Tuck, mostly G,
some F-G, pu and npu (196)
£200-300
183.

Postcards, in modern album,
P3, World War One embroidered silks Army Service Corps (2), sentimental (52),
P4, Belgian ‘Mannekin Pis’ cartoons (20),
Feathered World trade cards (23), P6,
seaside humour cartoons, including late
McGill (150), Daily Mail War Pictures (16) ,
G-VG, some foxing (apx. 250)
£70-100
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Postcards, P3, relating to Mrs
Adlington of The Bell pub, Homerton World War One - RP - Cobbold’s Ales &
Spirits pub (1), two Hackney flag girls
(1), studio portraits - small girls with doll
and teddy bear (2), family portraits (33),
Britannia Rowing and Athletic Club 1909
(1), McGill (2), comic, sentimental and
patriotic (apx. 300) (a lot)
£40-60

187.

Postcards,
P2-P4, including
Valentines Lawson Gran’ Pop Series, VG,
npu (74), embroidered silks - RAMC (1),
sentimental (2), RP Brookland, Kent, High
Street and church (3) and others (a lot)
£100-150

188.

Postcards, P2-P3, from suitor
to Miss Lacey, leather (2), comic, later
topographical and three Hudson & Co
‘The Metropolitan’ whistles, one stamped
‘London City Police 2066’ (a lot)
£30-50

189.

Postcards, various periods glamour, RP, PP and coloured (16), similar
with plain backs, including girl with stereo
camera (7), others (5), German gymnast
(1) and German Army RAD Labour Corps
worker, possibly working in France or
Belgium (1), G (30)
£30-50

190.

A Merchant Navy postcard
archive,
P2, relating to numerous
voyages of ‘B’ also ‘The Skipper’, many
addressed to Ethel Smith in Plumstead,
Cape Town, circa 1902-1906, on board
SS Croxdale in 1902 and SS Forest Brook
in 1905, postcards sent from all over the
world, including Russia, India, Italy, USA,
Argentina, Ceylon, Singapore, Germany
and Algeria, references several times to
not being close to Cape Town yet, with
variety of cancellations, some multiples on
each card, including Paquebot and RussoJapanese war card with Aden cancellation,
1905, with some postal stationery, various
countries, and Imperial Military Railways
pass 1901, most P-F and pu (apx 100)
£100-150

191.

World War One postcard album
relating to British and other Allied
prisoners of war in Dülmen camp 1918,
P3, period album, including RP groups of
soldiers, camp theatre in groups and on
stage, one inscribed ‘To my dear friend A E
Varney in memory of several crowded days
of friendship at Dulmen November 1918,
G G Desmond, Sheepscombe, Stroud,
Gloucestershire’, other cards addressed to
Mrs Varney from her husband Bert, some
theatrical captions in French (31), ‘studio’
portraits, many signed and dated in mid
to late 1918, most using scenic backdrop
attached to outside of hut (29), PP views
of camp and inmates (19) and others
(10), G (89), with tipped-in cutting from
the Daily News by G G Desmond about
German NCOs taking over the camp from
officers just before Armistice, three British
Concert Camp Theatre programmes, 1918,
and printed letter from George V inscribed
‘129503 Pte Varney MGC’ (Machine Gun
Corps); Dülmen camp was in North RhineWestphalia, under control of the 7th Army
Corps
£200-300

192.

Postcards,
P2-P4, children’s
cards (10), Van Hier paintings, Oilette
and Davidson (3), most mounted in
later frames, and four Lever Bros soap
advertising flyers, by Will Owen and
others, remounted in period frame (a lot)
£30-40

193.

Postcards, collection, various
periods, mainly modern, in twelve modern
albums (a lot)
£30-50

194.

Postcards,
large
collection,
mainly modern, in three boxes and four
crates (a lot)
£30-50
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195.

Postcards,
large
collection,
mainly P2-P4, including topographical, PP,
sentimental, greetings, in large tray (apx.
2,000)
£100-200

196.

Postcards, P2-P4, including RP,
six-light limousine with chauffeur, 1920s,
(1), motoring in Italy, 1920s (2), child on
beach with large Farnell Felix, probably
photographer’s prop, dated 1924 (1),
Old Basing house ruins and village (8),
Stonehenge (1), laying clay pipe drain in
Taunton (1), sporting bicycle (1), Sketty
Park (1), and others including Kirchner (1),
puzzle cards and ceremony commencing
Lutyens’
uncompleted
Liverpool
Cathedral, 1933 (apx. 40)
£50-80

197.

Postcards, Japanese interest,
P2-P4, PP, including Shibiyama album
containing 36 cards, and loose including
topographical, coloured, and portraits,
group addressed to Robert Brigstocke in
Isle of Wight, with some Chinese including
punishments and German consulate,
Shanghai, F-G (apx. 100)
£80-120

198.

Ephemera, chattels valuation
interest, John Barker & Co Ltd Inventory and
Valuation for Insurance for Sir Montague
Lush ‘Tanglewood’ Bushey Heath, titled
in gilt, January 1914, typescript, similar
valuation for same client at 15 Sussex
Square, W, May 1913, two further
uncredited valuations for Tanglewood,
with Fabb & Tyler Ltd printer’s type and
borders specimen catalogue, 1907, and
silver print of a young lady, circa 1920 (a
lot); Sir Montague Lush was a High Court
judge and after his death in 1930 and the
house became a school - the site is now in
Stanmore
£30-50

199. Ephemera, a group of sketches for
greetings cards published by Thomas de la
Rue & Company, watercolour heightened
in white, 1882-1883 - John Lawson (born
1838), Series 525, three Valentine cards,
Cupid attending diaphanously-clad young
ladies, each 115mm x 88mm, and Robert
Dudley (1826-1909), Series 475, three
Easter cards, biblical scenes, each 145mm
x 88mm, all mounted together, framed
and glazed
£400-600
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200.

Ephemera, a pocket autograph
album, with autographs collected by R
D Campbell, circa 1923-1924, including
Irish poet W B Yeats (1865-1939), ink
signature, dated May 25 1923, on corner
of single sheet, Walter de la Mare, tipped
in, and senior churchmen, including the
Archbishops of Dublin, Canterbury and
York, and others
£40-60

201.

Royal Ephemera, HRH Princess
Henry of Batteneberg, the Princess
Beatrice, Queen Victoria’s youngest
daughter, manuscript letter, January
7th 1896, on Osborne mourning paper,
discussing Major Walter’s ‘Shakespeare’s
True Life’, with photograph of her three
children, with separate signatures of
three below, all in passe-partout mount,
with presentation label to the author from
the Princess, framed and glazed, 620mm x
420mm
£80-120

202.

Military prints,
coloured
drypoint etching of ‘Tirailleurs Senegalais
Caporal Clarion’, artist’s proof, signed,
85mm x 155mm, lithograph of The Welsh
Regiment standard, circa 1870, and
facsimile of the report of the Battle of
Waterloo in The Times, June 22 1815 (3)
£20-30

203.

Reference Books,
subjects
including sewing machines, phonographs,
tools, slot machines and musical boxes (a
lot)
£30-50

204.

A large collection of 1990s and
later DC comics, to include Green Lantern,
Aquaman, Green Arrow, The Flash,
Justice League America, Extreme Justice,
Scarface, Superman, Teen Titans, Shazam
and many more (qty)
£50-80

205.

A large collection of 1990s and
later Marvel comics, to include Ironman,
Guardians of the Galaxy, Daredevil,
The Punisher, Captain America, Thor,
Wolverine, The Incredible Hulk and The
Silver Surfer (qty)
£50-80

206.

An extensive collection of
Marvel X-Men comics, late 1990s
onwards, including The Uncanny X-Men,
X-Men Firsts and Essential X-Men (large
qty)
£50-80

207.

Marvel’s
Spiderman,
an
extensive collection of 1990’s and later
Spiderman comics, to include The
Astonishing Spiderman, The Sensational
Spiderman and more (qty)
£50-80

208.

A large assortment of Marvel
Avengers comics, 1990’s onwards,
including Avengers Unconquered, and
The Avengers United, together with an
assortment of other Marvel comics,
comprising X-Force, Captain Marvel,
Fantastic Four, The Thing, and more (qty)
£50-80

209.

An extensive collection of
DC comics, 1990’s onwards, including
Superboy, Captain Atom, Wonder Women,
Supergirl, Hawk Man, The Iron Ghost and
many more (qty)
£50-80

210.

A large collection of DC Batman
comics, together with a few Robin and
Catwoman examples, 1990’s onwards
(qty)
£50-80

211.

A large collection of 1970s and
1980s comics, to include Marvel, Buddy,
The Topper, Victor, Spider-Man and the
Hulk, 2000AD and many more (qty)
£50-80

212.

An extensive selection of 1990’s
and later Marvel comics, to include
Robocop, Ghost Rider, Nightwing, various
characters from X-Men, Hawkeye, The
Titans and more (qty)
£50-80

213.

An assortment of various comics,
1970’s onwards, to include Star Trek, The
Punisher, Spiderman, Roy of the Rovers,
Judge Dredd, Transforms and many more
(qty)
£60-100

214.

Star Wars Weekly, a run of 22
1978 Star Wars Weekly comics, numbers
1-22 (parcel)
£50-80

215.

A Collection of 2000AD comics,
comprising 1977-1980, including a bound
volume of numbers 1-26, approx 180
comics (parcel)
£40-60
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216. An extensive collection of
2000AD comics, from 1981-2005, not
consecutive, (00s)
£70-100

226.

A vintage wall telephone,
no.121, mk234, complete with internal
components
£50-80

236.

217. A quantity of Eagle Comics, 19821993, not complete, various conditions
(00s)
£80-120

227.

237.

228.

218.

A collection of Viz comics,
together with Spiderman, Oink and
2000AD comics (parcel)
£20-30

A vintage Junior Purene Fire
Extinguisher, in chrome, with wall mount,
together with a vintage claxon (2)
£30-50

229.

219.

A No.15 1985 Viz Christmas
comic, together with Viz no.11 and a Viz
1993 calendar for 13 months (3)
£40-60

220. Shirley Temple / Autograph plus,
‘My Young Life’ with a Shirley Temple
signature on inside cover (reasonable
condition book with some damage to
spine) a large scrap book containing
numerous press cutting about Shirley
Temple plus twelve assorted prints with a
number hand signed autographs including
Freddie and the Dreamers and Frankie
Vaughan
£50-80
221.

A cardboard advertising sign for
Harry Potter, in the form of Harry Potter
flying on his Firebolt broomstick, the
Firebolt was given to Harry during The
Prisoner of Azkaban, replacing his Nimbus
2000, approx 98cm long, AF
£50-100

222.

Two 1970s unused Disneyland
Admission books, with consecutive
numbers T107547 & T107548, with
various coupons for different attractions,
together with a boxed Tinkerbell necklace
(3)
£100-150

223. Two autograph albums, dated
1930s and later, containing various ink
signatures, including Mark Hambourg,
Constant Lambert, and more (parcel)
£40-60
224. A Smith Premier
typewriter, in carry case
£30-40

A Field Telephone, set ‘’L’’ Mk1 in
green carry case
£30-40

Noiseless

225. A telephone, a black candlestick
type with oxidised fittings, marked PL30,
234 and No. 150, with chromium dial (no
wires)
£50-80
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A vintage Huntley & Palmers
biscuit tin, together with two others for
Jacobs Cream Crackers, plus a Huntley &
Palmers Superior biscuit box, cylinder in
shape (4)
£30-40

Four Pirelli Calendars, comprising
1985, 1987, 1989 and 1992, three with
original boxes (4)
£30-50
An extensive collection of
vintage matchbox labels and boxes,
various makers, brands and pictorial labels
and boxes, mainly in folders, various ages
(000s)
£100-200

238.

A good collection of vintage cigar
labels, various ages, loose and in folders,
various sizes, including postage stamps,
Signs of the Zodiac, Football Champion
Club badges and many more (00s)
£80-120

239.

230.

A Copper Sega one arm bandit,
in pink, wooden side panels, with key,
untested
£150-250

A large assortment of vintage
cigar labels, including different makers,
sets and series, including overseas
locations, nursery rhymes and stories,
flowers and many more (00s)
£80-120

231.

240.

A small Melox Dog Foods
enamel sign, Burton Palmers Green, 10” x
14”, with some retouching
£250-300

232.

Two Original Brooke Bond and
Lyons Advertising Signs, two printed tin
signs Brooke Bond Tea black lettering on
an orange ground and Lyons Tea white
lettering on a blue ground, each 30” wide
x 20” high the latter with damage to one
corner, F-G, (2)
£60-100

233.

A 1930s Mobiloil ‘D’ Motorcycle
oil enamel sign, Vacuum Oil Company Ltd,
Gargoyle Reg. Trade Mark, single sided,
12.5” x 10”
£250-350

234.

A Vintage Ruffler & Walker ‘Win
a packet of Aero’ penny slot machine,
c.1950s, missing back and surround, 53cm
h, AF
£150-200

235.

A Louis Vuitton Classic 2004 at
Waddesdon Manor Advertising poster,
the poster depicting the Aston Martin DB4
sports car, the poster bearing the printed
and hand-signed autograph of the artist
Razzia, 47”x63”, rolled
£100-150

An extensive collection of cigar
labels, various makers, sets, part sets and
odds, including Flowers, Historic Military
figures, locomotives, Ancient Artifacts,
Celebrities, and many others (00s)
£80-120

241.

A large collection of architect’s
drawings, for ‘An Hotel’ at Richmond,
Surrey 1954, complete with model, thesis
report and more (parcel)
£100-200

242.

An assortment of various paper
ephemera, to include 1943-44 Aston Villa
North Winners Cup sheet with signatures
(possibly facsimile), 1940s and later
theatre programmes, signed celebrity
black and white photographs and more
(parcel)
£30-50

243.

A Vintage Hills School sign, with
Torch of Learning to the front with red
flame, marked EUS 5060 Hills London
W.C.1 to the bottom, 30.5cm x 53.5cm
£60-80

244.

A large Rowntree’s Chocolates
enamel sign, with later painted ‘Makers of
H.M the King’ to centre, together with a
smaller example (2)
£100-150
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245.

A vintage Lyons Cakes circular
enamel sign, together with a Coca-Cola
sign and a Walls Ice Cream sign (3)
£50-80

246.

An extensive collection of vintage
unused Marmite jars, various editions,
to include Marmite Gold (blended with
gold coloured flecks), Ma’amite (Toasting
the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee) Marmite
Guinness and Marmite X.O Extra Old,
together with a Coffee Candy and Pure
Dried Whole Eggs tin, unopened (approx
100+)
£50-100

247.

An assortment of chocolates
and chocolate bars, all with 1945 design,
including Milk Tray, Bournville Ration,
Dairy Milk and Kit Kat (parcel)
£40-60

248.

A NASA Official Astronaut Crew
Insignia Space Shuttle Collectors pin
badge series, containing 28 enamels pin
badges of various design, framed and
glazed
£80-120

249.

A large collection of collectable
pin badges, various deigns, including US
States, Stamps, Flags, Nasa and many
more (00s)
£100-150

250.

An assortment of vintage
wooden wine box labels, to include
Chateau Bord-Cantenac 1981, Chateau
Rieussec 1983, Pavilion Rouge de Chateau
Margaux 1984, Marquis de lur Saluces
Yquem 1976, Premier Grand Cru Chateau
Haut Brion 1978 and many more (42 in
total)
£100-200

251.

A quantity of British and
Overseas cloth badges, various locations
and US states, to include Disney World,
Wimbledon, Ben Nevis, Melbourne Zoo,
Devil’s Tower, Atlantic City, Lock Ness and
many more (parcel)
£30-50

252.

A very large collection of
matchbox books and labels, various ages
and makers (00s)
£60-100

253.

Two early 1900s Field-Path
Rambles booklets, complete with three
Field-Path Rambles leaflet (5)
£40-60
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254.

Limited Edition Volume Moonfire
by Norman Mailer and Signed Buzz Aldrin
Photograph, a 40th anniversary edition
published in 2009 by Taschen, in original
white plastic case with outer box and
certificate 0775/1969, together with a
limited edition photograph depicting Buzz
Aldrin on the moon, in original plastic
mount also issued by Taschen 2009,
0776/1969, with outer box, all E
£200-300

255.

A Moore & Wright of Sheffield
retail or exhibition tool display case,
‘Precision Tools’ glazed wooden wallmounted display with numerous tools
with various numbered pegs, possibly
co-ordinated to a catalogue, circa 1960,
760mm x 1200mm
£400-600

256.

Olympics, a collection of London
2012 Olympic volunteer’s items including
Adidas trainers, uniform, a bag, a Hi-Viz
jacket, certificate, workbook, collector’s
album, a Swatch watch, and more, in
London 2012 cardboard box, together
with a selection of various Olympic pin
badges from various Olympics (parcel)
£100-200

257.

Prints, two framed prints of
pencil drawings of Mike Gatting 268/300
and Graham Gooch 388/500, both signed,
together with a Fosters Oval 1994 print
by Robert Perry with various Surrey Team
signatures to bottom (3)
£30-50

258.

Graeme Pollock, signed black
and white photograph with the induction
to the hall of fame and his career details in
a presentation frame, with COA
£30-50

259.

Golf, a framed presentation
of Jack Nicklaus with a Scottish Golf
Gallery medallion to top and a miniature
golf club to bottom with colour image to
centre, together with two framed and
glazed signed coloured images of Bernard
Langer and Marc O’Meara, together with
a selection golf and other sporting signed
photographs (parcel)
£40-60

260.

Formula One, Paul Robinson
‘92, oil on canvas of Nigel Mansell in his
Number 5 Williams-Renault Formula 1
car, 1992, the year Mansell was on pole
position 14 out 16 races, winning 9,
becoming World Champion, signed to the
bottom right, 90cm x 60cm, in dark wood
frame
£150-200

261.

R.A Nockolds limited edition
print, ‘Mercedes Impression’, depicting
Richard Seaman driving his number 16
Mercedes-Benz W154 race car at the
German Grand Prix 1938, 60/150, 83cm x
58cm, framed and glazed
£80-120

262.

R.A Nockolds limited edition
print, The Work’s Mercedes W196s,
depicting the start of the British Grand
Prix 1955 at Aintree, where Stirling Moss
and Juan Manuel Fangio had the front
row, 15/150, 96cm x 91cm, framed and
glazed
£80-120

263.

R.A Nockolds limited edition
print, German Grand Prix 1957, raced at
the Nurburgring, the image showing Mike
Hawthorn in his number 8 Ferrari, being
chased down by Peter Collins number 7
Ferrari and Juan Manuel Fangio number
1 Maserati, 10/150, 85cm x 61cm, framed
and glazed
£80-120

264.

A 1936 German Berlin Olympics
poster, an official poster from the 1936
Berlin Summer Olympic Games by Wurbel,
English language edition, published by
Reichsbahnzentrale fur den Deutschen
Reiseverkehr, Berlin, marked Propaganda
Committee of the Olympic Games,
Berlin, 1936 to the lower right, depicting
a victor with laurel wreath on head, the
Olympic rings and a quadriga above the
Brandenberg Gate, approx. 63.5cm x
101cm
£1800-2000

265.

Two vintage film reels of Football
Coaching, the 16mm films entitled ‘Part 1
‘Methods of Coaching’, the other Part III
Coaching in the Game’, includes various
England players and more (2)
£100-150

266.

A signed black and white print
of the 1966 World Cup, signed ‘They
Think it’s All Over, It Is Now! Kenneth
Wolstenholme, signed lower left in blue
ink
£40-60
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267. Two signed menu cards, signed
by late 1960s, early 1970s Liverpool
members, including Phil Boersma, Phil
Thompson, Brian Hall, Bob Paisley, Joe
Fager, and many more, 20 in total (2)
£60-100
268.

A signed invitation to the 1980
Indoor Cricket Schools at Lord’s during
the Cornhill Insurance Test Match, signed
by various players, including Malcolm
Marshall, Derek Parr, Joel Garner and
more, together with a signed colour
photograph of Olympic hurdler, Colin
Jackson (2)
£30-50

275.

Tottenham Hotspur, nine black
and white photographs FA Cup Final
1982 plus eight in the UEFA Cup in 1984
Anderlecht (parcel)
£40-60

285.

276.

286.

A Webley Sports Starting Pistol,
in original cardboard case an instructions,
plus a small tin of Webley No.1 .22 saloon
blank cartridges
£40-60

277.

Horse Racing, a large collection
of Race form The Close Up of Rating
books, mainly 1960s & 70s, some 50s
£30-50

269. A collection of signed and
unsigned head shots and sporting photos,
various presenters, commentators and
sportsmen, to include, Gary Lineker, Sue
Barker, Ali David Beckham, Bobby Robson,
Terry Venables, Nobby Stiles and more,
mainly signed in ink, some facsimile
(parcel)
£50-80

278.

270. A signed ‘The Crown’ snooker/
pool cue, signed John Higgins, in hard
case, together with a Cliff Thorburn cue
and a Lindrum cue, both in soft carry cases
(3)
£60-80

280.

271.

A George V 1934 silver
medallion, for Lacey Doubles Fives Cup,
engraved to back, together with two
silver gilt and bronze medallions one for
Junior Senior Tideway Eights, the other
the Metropolitan Junior Eight Oared
Challenge Cup, plus a bronze medallion
for the London Rowing Club, dated 1920,
all in cases
£70-100

272. A collection of eleven World
Cup France 1998 posters, together with
a group of eight ‘98 World Cup posters
and a programme detailing the teams etc
(parcel)
£50-100
273.

Tottenham Hotspur, six black
and white press photographs from the FA
Cup Final 1981 against Manchester City,
including Ricky Villa’s famous goal (6)
£40-60

274.

Tottenham Hotspur, 10 black
and white press photographs from the
Milk Cup Final 1982 against Liverpool, plus
another from 1974 of Martin Chivers (11)
£30-50
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Horse Racing, a collection of
Hills Race Horses of the Year, 1960s-80s
(parcel)
£30-50

279.

Horse Racing, An assortment of
1970s/80s Horse Racing books, including
Horses in Training (parcel)
£30-50
Manchester United, a framed
and glazed replica shirt (Vodafone) signed
Roy Keane, with Captain Plaque and COA,
88cm x 62cm
£60-80

281.

Manchester
United,
The
Ferguson
Years’,
an
autographed
Manchester United Limited Edition print,
95/500, multiple signatures in pencil, with
COA, framed and glazed, 106cm x 82cm
£100-150

282.

Manchester United, a framed
and glazed ‘Treble Winners print, one of
the Collectors Editions A/P 9/75, signed
Alex Ferguson and four Championship
players, with COA and booklet, 68cm x
87cm
£60-80

283.

Manchester United, a print of
Matt Busby and George Best, titled ‘Almost
Full-Time’, signed George Best and artist
Ralph Sweeney, Limited Edition 675/850,
still sealed
£50-80

284.

Football Books and Annuals,
approximately 50 books from 1960s/70s,
to include Boys’ Book of All Sports, FA
Books for Boys, topical Times and more
(parcel)
£40-60

Football
Magazines,
approximately 150 1960s/70s football
magazines, including Jimmy Hill’s Football
Weekly and Soccer Stars (parcel)
£50-80
Tottenham Hotspur, a collection
of Spurs’ memorabilia, including a sealed
monopoly set, signed football from the
90s, an historic shirt display, Subbuteo,
books and keyring
£50-80

287.

Mixed Sporting memorabilia,
to include an autograph book containing
approximately 50 autographs, mainly
cricketers, John Snow, Brian Johnston,
Tony Grieg, Pakistan Tour Party 1967
and more, over 200 tea cards, a set of
Tiger Star Footballer 1963, FIFA 1972
Sangiovese Del Rubicone wine, plus a
number of magazines and books (parcel)
£50-80

288.

A
collection
of
various
Football programmes and Annuals,
1970s onwards, including clubs such as
Shrewsbury Town, Barnsley F.C, Greenock,
Chelsea, Southampton, Grimsby Town,
Blackburn Rovers and many more (parcel)
£30-50

289.

A collection of Trout and Salmon
magazines, including Number 1 Volume 1
1955, then running through to the early
1980s, not all present, approx issues,
various conditions
£30-50

290.

An assortment of fishing items,
to include a Holdfast Panton reel, a Record
No.1300 reel, a bakelite reel, flies, hooks
and more in wicker and canvas fishing bag
£40-60

291.

A large collection of Fishing Fly
related books, including how to tie flies,
trout, salmon and other flies and many
more (parcel)
£40-60

292.

An extensive collection of
fishing related books, to include salmon
and trout fishing, various fly fishing books
and more (parcel)
£50-80

293.

A large selection of fishing
related book, including lake and river
fishing, reference books and more (parcel)
£50-80
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294.

An extensive accumulation of
fishing related books, comprising various
subject matters, including salmon and
trout fishing, river fishing, where to fish in
the UK and many more (qty)
£60-100

304.

295.

305.

A small collection of Game
Keeping related books, including
shooting, gun smiths, game and gun and
more (parcel)
£20-30

296.

A large collection of tools and
equipment, comprising of items to
maintain, repair and restored rods and
flies, need to view (qty)
£50-100

297.

A large assortment of fishing
equipment and spares, to include flies,
lures, various spools, spare cork grips,
cleaning equipment and more, need to
view (parcel)
£60-100

298.

A vast assortment of fishing
equipment, to include reels, spools, lures,
floats, flies, priests, lines, and much more,
need to view
£100-150

299.

A collection of landing nets
and other items, to include camouflage
clothing, wicker baskets, landing hooks
and more (parcel)
£50-100

300.

An extensive collection of fly
making equipment, to include feathers,
threads, hooks, strings, and much more,
need to view
£50-100

301.

A canvas fishing bag, with leather
piping around the outside and numerous
compartments, together with a smaller
leather example (2)
£20-30

302.

A collection of vintage lures,
made from metal and wood, along with
a selection of floats, flies and weights
(parcel)
£40-60

303.

An extensive collection of fishing
flies, comprising various designs, colours,
sizes and ages, need to view (parcel)
£80-120
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Three John Wilson ‘Ideal’ fishing
rods, including 20lb, 30lb and 50lb, with
Leeda Icon M30 reel and griffin model
1200 reel, plus a Hermes Vortex rod and
another (parcel)
£50-80
A Wilkes Osprey 9.6 foot split
cane, three piece trout rod, together
with a J.S. Sharp ‘’The Scottie’’ 7.5ft, a
Hardy Jet, 9.5foot two piece and an Apollo
Tubular steel rod, all with carry bags (4)
£120-180

306.

A late 19th/early 20th century
Hardy Fishing rod, the wooden/cane 9ft
rod with serial no. 37252, stamped Hardy’s
W Fitting Regd 16.8.73, three piece, good
condition
£40-60

307.

A H.L Leonard three piece cane
fishing rod, the 10½ ft rod engraved
W.M & Son N’York Sole Agents, excellent
condition
£450-500

308.

A Sage Graphite III GFL 590 LLB
Fly rod, the two piece being 9ft long
£60-80

309.

A two piece Tenacity Oborn
cane rod, built by ‘ Lt Col Oborn Marnhull
Dorset’, also marked ‘Tenacity, hand built’,
approx 9ft long
£40-60

310.

A Farlows 150th Anniversary
set, limited Edition no 61/150, comprising
cane rod marked A.J Marsh 1990, with
additional end, plus Priest on same
number, in original Anniversary wooden
carry case
£200-300

314.

A Mono-Boat 1.5m long single
section rod, together with a Shakespeare
1411-165 single section rod, plus a three
piece rod (3)
£40-60

315.

An early Foster Bros wire bound
cane fishing rod, serial 41422, two piece
with spare end, together with another can
rod, with hexagonal shaft, two piece with
spare end (2)
£40-60

316.

A Daiwa Carbon C98 Salmon
three piece rod, (AF) together with a
Lamiglas two piece graphite example (2)
£40-60

317.

A Connespin two piece cork and
fibreglass rod, together with a Fuji and
Lamiglas two piece rods (3)
£40-60

318.

Two Normark fishing rods,
comprising Norboron 10’ fly and CS1142,
both two piece (2)
£40-60

319.

A Vintage wooden and brass
‘Saltscar’ Sea Reel, 6½”, named to the
side of the body, together with a similar
English made 5” example, plus two
vintage Starback fishing reels, one 4 7/8”,
the other 4”, both unnamed (4)
£40-60

320.

A group of eleven vintage
brass fishing reels, ranging 1¼” - 2½”, all
unnamed, one marked ‘Made in England’,
another 1¾” example with two rivot foot
ad bone handle, and a 2” 80 yard example
(11)
£100-150

321.

A two piece Sage Graphite II 389
LLB rod, complete with Marryat fishing
reel
£50-80

A vintage mahogany and brass
Sea Fishing reel, stamped G.H to the foot,
also stamped Eton Sun, 7” body, with twin
turned wooden handles
£30-40

312.

322.

311.

Two Sage Graphite II 389 LLB
rods, both complete with reels, Marryat
MR6 and Cortland (2)
£50-80

A J. Bernard & Son brass fishing
reel, 2¼”, with makers name and address
stamped to the side of the body, ‘4 Church
Place, Piccadilly, London’
£40-60

313.

The Masterline Challenge 9’6’’
carbon two piece rod, together with a Fuji
FPS-16 two piece rod (2)
£40-60
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323. A C. Farlow wooden and
brass Starback fishing reel, Patent No.
13388/85, the 4½” reel stamped Sun to
the brass starback, the foot engraved
with makers name and address ‘C.Farlow
& Co Ltd, 10 Charles St, St James Sq SW
& 191 Strand WC’, with twin turned horn
handles
£80-120
324. A collection of six vintage brass
fishing reels, ranging 2½” - 3”, with turn
wooden, ebony and bone handles, one
marked for 150 yards, another not with a
foot but a clamp for the rod, together with
a mixed metal example (7)
£60-80
325. Four vintage S. Allcock & Co
Ltd brass fishing reels, all stamped with
makers name and address ‘Redditch,
England’ to the sides, three 2½” examples
and one 2?” example (4)
£40-60
326. Two Pfluger Progress Skeletal
fishing reels, both stamped to the foot,
with maker name and trade mark either
side of a bulldog, one for 60 yards, the
other 80 yards, both 2?”, with turned
wooden handles (2)
£80-120
327. A vintage wooden and brass
Starback fishing reel by C. Farlow & Co,
the 5” reel with brass plaque inscribed
‘C.Farlow & Co Makers, 191 Strand,
London’, Patent No 13388/85 to reverse,
also stamped ‘SUN’, with turned wooden
handle
£80-120
328. A group of five vintage brass
fishing reels, including a copper and brass
example, with turned horn handle, a brass
and lacquer example, unnamed, ranging
3” - 4½” (5)
£60-80
329. A Chas Farlow 2¼” brass fishing
reel, with maker name and address ‘191
Strand, London’ to side, and five rivet foot
(1)
£70-100
330. Three vintage P.D Malloch of
Perth brass fishing reels, all stamped with
makers name to the side, the larger 4¾”
reel engraved with the letter ‘R’ to the
front, with turned bone handle, the back
being lacquered, the 4½” reel with turned
horn handle, the smallest being ½”, with
turned wooden handle (3)
£100-150
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331.

An Eaton & Deller brass and
lacquered fishing reel, the 4?” reel with
brass front, with makers name and address
‘6 & 7 Crooked Lane, London’, with turned
horn handle (1)
£60-80

332.

A vintage brass fishing reel
mounted display, comprising of two
unnamed reels, including a 4½” with bone
handle, on brass rod style mount, the
other a large 5” reel, being 6 7/8” wide,
mounted to a bakelite style base
£30-50

333.

Three
J.B
Moscrops
of
Manchester fishing reels, the largest, 4½”,
with maker name stamped on the foot,
the other two 3½” & 2?”, all with makers
stamp to central back plate, all with turned
horn handles (3)
£100-150

334.

A vintage brass Hardy Bros
of Alnwick brass fishing reel, 2¾”reel
stamped with makers mark to the side,
with turned horn handle (1)
£70-100

335.

A group of seven vintage brass
fishing reels, including an Army & Navy
CSL 2”, a Jardine Heaton brass & lacquered
patent 18817, 3”, an Illingworth No.3
casting reel, a DAM Effzett 495 2?”, two
Hendryx2 “ 80 yard and 1¾” 60 yard and
a Milbro 2¾», various material for handles
(7)
£120-150

336.

A Turnbull of Princess St
Edinburgh brass and lacquered fishing
reel, the 4¼” reel stamped to the side,
with brass and lacquered plates and white
metal surrounds, with turned ivorine
handle
£40-60

337.

A vintage Bowness & Bowness
brass fishing reel, the 3¾” reel, stamped
with maker name and address ‘230
Strand, London, with five rivet foot, with
raised gear housing to reverse and turned
ivory handle
£100-120

338.

Two Malloch’s Patent side
casting brass fishing reels, 4’’ and 3¼’’,
the small also marked Haynes Cork (2)
£70-100

339.

Jas Braddell & Son brass fishing
reel, approx 4”
£50-80

340.

A selection of brass fishing reels,
all unnamed, some mixed metal, one with
bakelite, smallest 2¼”, largest 4¼” (8)
£100-150

341.

An assortment of ten brass and
wooden fishing reels, all unnamed, 3” 5”, including a couple Starback example
(10)
£80-120

342.

A Hardy The ‘St George’ reel,
3¾” alloy centre pin reel
£150-200

343.

A Hardy ‘The Conquest’ reel,
4?”, post war alloy reel with centre pin
£80-120

344.

A Hardy ‘Marquis #7 reel, 3½”

£60-80

345.

Three Hardy ‘The Zenith’ reels,
all 3?”, different ages (3)
£100-150

346.

A Hardy ‘The Perfect’ fishing
reel, 3?”,
£80-120

347.

Two C Farlow & Co Ltd 4” fishing
reels, one marked ‘Utility’ (2)
£60-100

348.

A Palace Superb fishing reel,
with remains of trade label (1)
£40-50

349.

A Hardy LRH Lightweight reel,
3¼”, together with a Hardy ‘Hardex’ reel,
AF (2)
£50-80

350.

An assortment of six vintage
fishing reel, various sizes, styles and ages,
all unnamed, 2½” - 4” (6)
£50-100

351.

An assortment of various reels,
to include Allcocks, Garcia Mitchell 710,
Shakespeare Speedex, Strike Right, Grice
& Young Ltd Seajecta MkIII, Youngs & Sons
Beadex and more (11)
£60-100

352.

A collection of vintage fishing
reels, to include Shakespeare Glider,
Mitchell 752, Masterline WF9N, Orvis,
Lureflash, Daiwa, and more (12)
£60-100

353.

A Hardy The ‘Perfect’ reel, 3?’’

£60-80
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354.

An assortment of various reels,
from multiple manufacturers, to include
Cortland, J.W.Youngs & Sons Ltd, Mitchell,
Shakespeare Alpha and more, some with
original boxes (parcel)
£30-50

355.

A collection of vintage fishing
reels, comprising an unnamed brass
example, Ambassadeur Abu, The Little
Kraka, Garcia Mitchell, Rimfly Concept
375, the 3¼’’ Rusmor Popular and many
more, need to view (parcel)
£50-100

356.

A Zippo Lighter D-Day Normandy
50 Years 1944-1994 Allied Heroes
Collectors Edition set, in original tin,
comprising four high polished brass Zippos
dated 1994, with engraved portraits and
signature for Eisenhower, Bradley, De
Gaulle and Montgomery, to the centre a
key holder with D-Day Normandy design,
in high polished brass finish, in original
fitted collector’s tin, all lighters unused
£80-120

357.

An Edward VII silver hallmarked
Honourable Artillery Company (HAC)
collapsible travel cup/beaker and case,
the case and the cup stamp with the HAC
emblem, hallmarked Birmingham, 1902
by Arthur Cook, approx 5.2oz
£100-150

358.

A two 1868 Continental silver
presentation cups, inscribed, ‘Presented
to The Officers of the 31st Regt on
Promotion, one presented by Lieut
Leathem 11th April 1868, the other Lieut
Fredrick Ward 23rd December, engraved
to the opposite side of both cups a hunting
scene with ‘Huntingdonshire’ in a scroll
XXXI, marked 800M and PR or PB & S to
the rim of the base, one with restoration
to the stem, approx 18cm H, approx 17oz
£200-250

359.

A presentation statue of an Army
Cadet, gifted to ‘Col. J Hamilton from the
Officers of S.W London A.C.F, together with
a selection of other military personnel
models, including British Contingent NATO
Mission and more, AF (parcel)
£50-80

360.

A presentation trophy, with
white metal Welsh Dragon on octagonal
base, silver hallmarked plaque to the
front, inscribed, ‘ Presented to Lt Col A
J Hamilton RAMC(V) from the Officers
22 Regiment Royal Artillery The Welsh
Gunners’, with various plaques to the
other seven sides of the base, including
42 Alem Hamza, 15 Headquarters Battery
Royal Artillery, The Welsh Gunners and
more, approx 21cm H
£60-100

368.

361.

369.

A large wooden Royal Army
Medical Corps sign, for 257(s) General
Hospital RAMC (Volunteers), approx
124cm x 93cm
£50-100

362.

A set of nine brass napkin
rings, each with applied crest, including
Ypres, La Somme, Bullecourt, Amiene, St
Quentin and more, together with a 1977
105mm shell ashtray, a white metal travel
cup/beaker in leather case, a Three Arrow
Mark white metal case, a spoon and a large
collection of used ammunition (parcel)
£30-40

363.

A 1996 Bosnia Bulldogs Zippo
lighter, brushed chrome case with raised
design to the front, together with a
1982/83 brushed chrome Zippo lighter (2)
£40-60

364.

A wooden baseball bat, with
hand painted Honourable Artillery
Company crest to front with motto ‘ Arma
Pacis Fulcra’, together with a smaller
example with Welsh Guard hand painted
crest to front (2)
£30-40

365.

A mahogany and brass triangular
powder flask, the wooden flask with
applied brass mounts, unnamed, approx
12cm H
£30-40

366.

A 1903 Austrian 100mm shell,
marked and dated 1903 with broad arrow
and other markings to base, approx 66cm
H
£30-50

367.

A War Department silver and
glass inkwell and stand, the glass body
and stand with swirl design, with silver
hallmarked top, marked London 1889 with
broad arrow, by Army & Navy Cooperative
Society Ltd (Frederick Bradford Macrea),
with bone and white metal pen marked
London, approx 12.5cm h including stand
£150-250
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A World War Two Foreign Office
Handbook for Germany Police and
Security (including the SS) Chapter VI,
dated April 1944, the handbook gives indepth information on the German Policing
Network of World War Two, from History
of the Police during World War Two,
Location of the Major German Authorities,
a map of the police districts and Artwork
at the back showing the uniforms of
various ranks dress and service uniforms
£80-120
A WWI period M.T Circuit Map,
showing lorry routes through France in
Red and Blue, and other roads controlled
by other Armies, dated 20.4.18, 1;100.000
scale, on paper, together with a Daily
Mail Large Scale Military map of France,
Belgium and Germany, Af (2)
£40-60

370.

A Signed copy of Flying Colours
The Epic Story of Douglas Bader by Laddie
Lucas, signed to the title page Douglas
Bader, dated 1982, and Laddie Lucas,
together with a WWII 1939-45 Star, plus
two World Premiere 1953 programmes
(parcel)
£80-120

371.

A collection of various hunting
related items, including two rifle
magazines, one marked Anschutz, a
selection of gun cleaning items, six pocket
knives, antler handled utensils, a leather
cased set of drinking vessels, a leather
shot flask with dog design to side, a
cheroot (AF) and more (parcel)
£70-100

372.

A signed Nicolas Trudgian
Aviation Sketchbook, signed by various
Bomber Command Veterans to the title
page and throughout, including Wing
Commander John Bell MBE DFC, Warrant
Officer Ken Reed, BBMF Honours Sqn
Leader Tony Pickering, Sgt W T Clard, Eric
Clark, Air Commodore John Ellacombe,
Dambuster Pilot Benny Goodman, Murray
Valentine (Vagnolini), Air Commodore
John Langston, Bomb Aimer John
Aldridge and many more, together with
another signed book Voices in Flight The
Dambuster Squadron by Colin Higgs &
Bruce Vigar, signed Benny Goodman (2)
£80-120

373.

A pair of decoration reproduction
signal cannons, the heavy brass cannon,
on iron trucks, cannons with no vents,
20mm bore, length of cannon 29cm,
approx 46cm overall (2)
£100-150
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374. A brass and copper six wheeled
signal cannon,
with wooden body,
covered in 3mm thick brass, holding 42cm
long 10mm bore cannon with vent, on six
wheeled truck, unnamed
£200-300
375. A WWII German Africa Corps
Gas Mask, in original sandy coloured tin
with carry straps, the mask in marked ‘8’
to the nose piece, FE.42 to the filter, also
stamped the straps (although faded), the
tin in marked ‘KUKA with number’ to the
inner lid, clip to bottom stamped ‘OLC’
within a diamond, complete with straps
£300-400
376. A WWII German RL1 38/4
Lufyschutz Gas Mask by Weirmach,
normally made for the homeguard,
stamped to the filter and inner mask with
eagle and swastika, in original compressed
cardboard case, marked up to the front
£80-120
377. A decorative signal cannon, with
vent to top of 29cm long cannon, on iron
truck, painted black, 46cm overall
£50-80
378. A WWII Japanese Red Rising
Sun flag, with ties to two corners with
strengthening blue ad gilt material, approx
84cm x 73cm
£120-150
379. A WWII Japanese Red Rising Sun
flag, with ties to one corner, with black
strengthening material, approx 99cm x
70cm, AF
£120-150
380. A German MP 40 Africa Korps
Para drop bag, with green canvas and
brown leather construction, complete
with strap, AF
£250-300
381. A selection of Hitler’s Mein
Kampf magazines, 14 in total
£30-40
382.

A collection of military related
books and ephemera, to include First
Day Covers, a book of Burma, WWII Daily
Times newspapers, Coastal Command,
RAF Middle East, Mission Completed by
Sir Basil Embry and more (parcel)
£40-60
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383.

An Edward VII silver hallmarked
matchbox holder, hallmarked Birmingham
1901 by W. Hutton & Sons Ltd, with
Northumberland Fusiliers The Fighting
5th crest to the top, together with an
London 1868 hallmark silver spoon, with
7th Lancers skull and crossed spears to
reverse, plus a silver City Rifle Club spoon,
hallmarked Sheffield 1934 by Cooper
Brothers & Sons, and two other silver
marked spoons (possibly Indian), approx
8.6oz
£120-180

391.

384.

An assortment of WWI period
black and white photographs, to include
images of the trenches at Dunkirk,
a biplane landing at Dunkirk, Ypres
Cathedral, monitor leaving Dunkirk,
headstones and many more, plus some
negatives, mainly dated ‘16
£200-300

393.

385.

394.

A
WWII
Period
News
Chronicle War Map of Europe and the
Mediterranean, with inserts of Far East
& Libya and Egypt, Second Impression
September 1939, framed and glazed,
86cm x 55cm
£30-50

386.

A pair of late 19th/early 20th
Century Aviation/Motoring goggles,
together with two slightly later pairs, plus
a gas mask in original cardboard box of
issue (4)
£40-60

387.

A Black Shame/The Watch of
the Rhine bronze medal, by Karl Goetz,
c.1920, with various inscriptions and
images in relief, 58mm, 54.4g
£200-300

388.

A 1940 Trench Art shell, together
with a pair of 1956 40mm shell, and a
large collection of various shells and used
ammunition plus a Royal Air Force (RAF)
piece of trench art (parcel)
£30-40

389.

A 58 Foot (Rutlandshire) swagger
stick, the white metal top with Gibraltar
Montis Insignia Calpe LVIII with castle to
one side an Sphinx Egypt LVIII to the other,
the cane being engraved ‘EBLR’
£40-60

A
collection
of
military
related ephemera, to include letters of
correspondence, postcards, cigarette
cards, photographs books and more
(parcel)
£40-60

392.

An assortment of various items,
to include glass slides of V.C Heroes, a 1913
dated L.F Salford bugle, Remembrance pin
badges, Trench Art, a plaque of Wellington
and more (parcel)
£40-60
A WWI period military pin tray,
by Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Company,
dated London 1916, together with a
1920 silver inkwell, a plated broad arrow
marked bosun whistle, a damaged silver
inkwell and a print ‘The Retreat from
Waterloo’ (parcel)
£60-100
A Naval weaponry Indicator
panel, marked S.S.E.S to the front with
Aft and Forward, with spinning dials to
reverse, with naming, Candle, Drained
Down, Grenade (in red, yellow and green),
Fired, Out of Action and more, possibly
previously double sided
£30-50

395.

A WWI 1914 Christmas tin,
containing original tobacco, cigarettes
(packet only, cigarettes missing), original
1914 card, plus a pictorial card
£100-120

396.

A framed display of fragments of
Polish Fighter Pilot Waclaw Lapkowski’s
Hurricane, shot down over Gillingham
on 5th September 1940, together with a
book on his career by Glenn Knoblock
£80-120

397.

A Victorian Military Commission,
awarded to the First Lieutenant of the
Corps of Royal Engineers, William ***
(surname indistinguishable), dated 15
August 1848, framed and glazed
£60-80

398.

Two Royal Artillery shell carriers,
both with crest to the front, one 52cm
high, the other 72cm
£60-100

390.

A double-button Spirtfire Spade
Grip, marked AH8068 and 44034, lacking
the buttons
£500-550
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399.

An early 20th Century King
Edward VII flag, bearing portrait of The
King to centre surrounded by the ‘Honi
Soit Qui Mal Y Pense’ crest and the back of
the flag split into quarters with lions and
harp, approx 66cm x 54cm, framed and
glazed
£40-60

400.

Military
aluminium
sign,
‘DANGER when ref flag is flying firing in
progress’, approx 107cm x 61cm
£60-100

401.

Two Military Hospital signs, to
include a wooden example ‘257(s) General
Hospital RAMC(V) Chelsea Detachment’, a
perspex example ‘257 (Southern) General
Hospital Entrance, plus another perspex
example for Infantry Company Stores (3)
£60-100

402.

Six aluminium military signs,
comprising WO’s & Sgts Mess/Latrines and
Sleeping Quarters, W.R.A.C Only, N.A.A.F.I
Quarters Female and Out of Bounds to
Troops W.R.A.C Only (6)
£60-100

403.

A group of various wooden wall
plaques, various regiments and ages, to
include Lowland Brigade, Headquarters
Battery, The Lancashire Regiment (P.W.V)
and more (21)
£60-80

404.

A selection of 15 Army Cadet
Force wooden wall plaques, including
Devon, Kent, City of London, Dyfed,
Frimley Park and more (15)
£40-60

405.

An assortment of medical
regimental wall plaques, comprising
251 (Sunderland) Field Ambulance (V),
208(L) FD Hospital, Royal Army Chaplins’
Department, Ambulance Train Group
R.A.M.C (V), RAMC, 144 Parachute
Medical Squadron (V) and many more (30)
£80-120

406.

A collection of regimental
wall plaques, to include 12th Light
Air Defence Regt (RA), Staff College
Camberley, 1st Home Counties Maidstone
Volunteers,7th/10th (City of Belfast) BN
Ulster Defence Regt, B Battery Royal Horse
Artillery and many more (20)
£50-80
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407.

Thirty Regimental wall plaques,
comprising 48th Gurkha Brigade, 127
(Dragon) Battery RA, Chilwell Garrison,
Royal Artillery Range Hebrides, Infantry
Training Centre, Catterick and many more
(30)
£80-120

408.

An assortment of Royal Air Force
wooden all plaques, including School of
Recruit Training, Maintenance Command,
Flying Boat Squadron, Fighter Squadron,
47 Air Dispatch Squadron RLC and many
more (23)
£60-80

409.

A large quantity of Medical
Regiment wall plaques, to include, 257(S)
General Hospital RAMC(V), Army Medical
Services Territorial Army, T.A.V.R, The
Royal College of Surgeons, Glasgow Royal
Infirmary, Role 3 Multinational Integrated
Medical Unit and many more (30)
£80-120

410.

An assortment of Regiment wall
plaques, including Reserve Training and
Mobilisation Centre, 21 Field Squadron
(EOD), St Kilda Detachment R.A Range
Hebrides, TA, 1st Regt Royal Horse
Artillery, Headquarter South West District
and more (30)
£80-120

411.

An assortment of medical
regimental wall plaques, to include,
Ham Green Hospital, 223 (Durham) Field
Ambulance RAMC (V), 23rd Special Air
Service Regiment (V), 220 (1st HC) FD AMB
RAMC (V), ST John & Red Cross Welfare
Dept Munster, Cossham Frenchay Hospital
Group and more (30)
£80-120

412.

414.

A 1980s copper military issue
pick-axe head, dated 1988, with broad
arrow, by B.F.Ltd, also stamped with serial
number
£40-60

415.

Two WWII period gas masks,
one dated 1937, with canvas carry bag,
both with original filters (parcel)
£30-50

416.

Two wooden military crates, one
marked for a Wavemeter Type W1310,
the other for spares, plus a wooden
ammunition case marked for 12 Hand
Grenades (3)
£30-40

417.

A Falklands flag, with the ‘Desire
the Right’ crest to the right side, together
with a selection of Daily Mail newspapers,
from the period, 1982 (parcel)
£30-40

418.

A World War Two period Tan
Sad invalid’s wheelchair, the foldable
wheelchair with metal frame with canvas
seat, wooden foot rest marked ‘Genuine
Tan-Sad’, as used by the British Red Cross
in the war
£50-80

419.

World
War
Two
press
photographs, period silver prints, with
agency stamps and some typed captions
verso, including Daily Mirror image of
AFS climbing into burning building in
Shoreditch, King George VI visiting the
western front (December 1939), British
14th Army in Burma, German tanks in
Oslo, Belgian forces before attack, Hitler
and Mussolini, Warsaw after surrender,
and others (13)
£60-80

A
collection
of
various
regimental wall plaques, comprising 34
Seringapatam BTY R.A, Cornwall CDT BN
LI (ACF), TAVR, Combat Service Support
Group (United Kingdom), United Nations
Cyprus, MDHU Frimley Park, The Green
Howards and many more (30)
£80-120

413.

A brass and wooden wall plaque
for H.M.S Revenge, this was acquired by a
friend of the vendor who was in the Navy
and he acquired it in Cape Town, South
Africa
£100-200
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420. A
Spanish
Civil
War
photograph album compiled by or for
Generalfeldmarschall Freiherr Wolfram
von Richthofen (1895-1949), snapshot
silver prints with manuscript captions,
probably in Von Richthofen’s hand,
recording his service as chief of staff to
Hugo Sperrle, commander of the Condor
Legion, and later commander himself - the
Battle of Brunete (6-25 July 1937), at which
air power proved crucial, including officers
in discussion, including ‘i’ (ich), battlefield,
damaged Russian-supplied tank and
armoured car, bomb damage, captured
weapons, Santander, including Juan Vigon
and other Spanish officers, damaged
Heinkel He 111, bomb damage at Torre
La Vega, vehicles parked up and in streets
of Santander, bomb damage in Asturias,
88mm Flak guns firing, German officers
at Battle of El Mazuco (6-22 September
1937), Feldmarschall Hugo Sperrle leaving
Burgos in Ju 52, his subordinate Volkmann,
battle of Teruel and final caption ‘I am the
boss!’, pp52; von Richthofen was born
into Prussian nobility and was a cousin of
Manfred, the ‘Red Baron’; after leading
the Condor Legion in Spain he used his
new tactical experience with Ju87 Stukas
in the Blitzkreig in 1939-1940, later taking
an important role in Operation Barbarossa,
the invasion of Russia, particularly in South
Crimea, thence to defeat at Stalingrad in
February 1943.
£2000-3000

421.

Rußland
[Russia]
Winter
1941/42’ a photograph album formerly
the property of Generalfeldmarschall
Freiherr Wolfram von Richthofen
(1895-1949), snapshot silver prints with
manuscript captions, album no. 6 from
series, professionally-compiled for Von
Richthofen, recording his service in winter
1941-1942, after his involvement from
beginning of Operation Barbarossa, the
invasion of Russia, in June 1941, including
larger 115mm x 160mm aerial images by
Karl Bayer of Stukas in flight, and ground
attacks, snapshots including Stukas in
snow, He 111 in winter camouflage,
Flak emplacement, attack on Oshtakov
station and railway, Croatian pilots,
Christmas time, ‘Winter!’ and bitter cold,
using heater and pipes to warm engine
of Dornier Do17, Fieseler Storch air
ambulance, staff quarters at Tumanovo,
soldier’s grave, Ju52 troop transport,
Dugino, west of Moscow, heater under
truck, MG34 machine gun groups,
Smolensk, greetings on his return after
promotion to Generaloberst, at Lüneberg
on six-day leave, pp 37; von Richthofen
was born into Prussian nobility and was
a cousin of Manfred, the ‘Red Baron’;
after leading the Condor Legion in Spain
he used his new tactical experience with
Ju87 Stukas in the Blitzkreig in 1939-1940,
later taking an important role in Operation
Barbarossa, the invasion of Russia,
particularly in South Crimea, thence to
defeat at Stalingrad in February 1943.
£2000-3000

422.

Adams’ Revolvers, by W.H.J
Chamberlain & A.W.F Taylerson
£30-40

423.

An assortment of pistol/revolver
related reference books, to include Smith
and Wesson 1857-1945 by Robert J Neal &
Roy G Jinks, Colonel Colt London by Joseph
G Rosa, American, British & Continental
Pepperbox Firearms by Jack Dunlap, The
History of the Colt Revolver by Charles
T.Haven & Frank A. Belden, Repeating
and Multi-Fire Weapons by Gerald
Prenderghast and many more (parcel)
£70-100

424.

The War Illustrated Album De
Luxe, seven volumes, number 1,2,3,5,7,8
and 10, slight damage, AF
£20-30

426.

A Treatise on the British Military
Martini 1869-c1900, by B.A Temple & I.D
Skennerton, together with a selection of
rifle and long arm related reference books,
to include The British Service Lee by Ian
Skennerton, and Trapdoor Springfield by
M.D ‘Bud’ Waite & B.D Ernst and many
more (parcel)
£100-150

427.

A collection of Revolver/Pistol
related books, comprising Manhattan
Firearms by Waldo Nutter, The History of
Smith & Wesson by Roy G. Jinks, English,
Irish and Scottish Firearm Makers by A.
Merwyn, The Revolver 1889-1914 by
A.W.F Taylerson and many more (parcel)
£120-150

428.

German Bayonets by Anthony
Carter, together with a selection of blade
related books, to including Volumes 1 &
2 of A Collection of US Military Knives by
M.H Cole, World Bayonets by Anthony
Carter, British Military Bayonets by R. J.
Wilkinson Latham and more (parcel)
£80-120

429.

A miscellaneous collection of
books, including Histories of the Two
Hundred and Fifty-One Divisions of the
German Army, Hitler’s Legions by Samuel
W Mitcham, Ian Fleming’s Commandos
by Nicholas Rankin, Wellington The Years
of the Sword by Elizabeth Longford,
Deception in World War II by Charles
Cruickshank and many more (parcel)
£30-50

430.

Gun Tools: Their History and
Identification, by James B Shaffer, Lee A
Ritledge and R. Stephen Dorsey
£80-120

431.

Luger Holsters and Accessories
of the 20th Century, by Eugene J. Bender,
together with Luger, An Illustrated History
by John Walter (2)
£25-35

432.

Evolution of the Winchester, by
R. Bruce McDowell, Armoury Publications:
Tacoma 1985, together with Winchester
Slide-Action Rifles Volume 1: Model 1890
& Model 1906 by Ned Schwig (2)
£60-80

425.

Hitler’s Mein Kampf, in English,
published by Hutchinson & Co, together
with The Waffen SS, Hitler’s Elite Guard at
War 1939-45 by George H. Stein (2)
£40-60
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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433.

An assortment of various
reference books, comprising Soldiers’
Accoutrements of the British Army 17501900 by Pierre Turner, Japanese Infantry
Weapons of World War Two by George
Markham, Battle Honours of the British
and Commonwealth Armies by Anthony
Baker, American Military Belts and Related
Equipment by R. Stephen Dorsey and
more (parcel)
£70-100

434.

Spencer Repeating Firearms, by
Roy M. Marcot, Northwood Heritage Press
(1)
£30-50

435.

US Military Holster and Pistol
Cartridge boxes, by Edward Scott
Meadows, together with a selection of
Revolver and Handgun Reference books,
including The English Revolver by George
Prescott, The Mauser Self Loading Pistol
by James N. Belford and Jack Dunlap, The
Arms & Armour Series, Revolving Arms
by A.W.F Taylerson, Pistol and Revolver
Cartridges by Henry P. White & Burton D.
Munhall, revised by Ray Bearse and more
(parcel)
£60-100

436.

An assortment of rifle related
books, to include The Springfield 1903
Rifles by Lt Col William S. Brophy, USAR,
Ret, The Powder Flask book by Ray Riling,
The Muzzle Loading Cap Lock Rifle by Ned
H Roberts and more (parcel)
£50-80

437.

The Krag Rifle, by Lt. Col. William
S. Brophy, USAR Ret., Beinfeld Publications
Inc
£40-60

438.

The Winchester Single-Shot,
a History & Analysis Volume 1 by John
Campbell, together with The Winchester
Model 1876 ‘’Centennial’’ Rifle by Herbert
G. Houze (2)
£80-120

439.

A collection of Revolver/Pistol
related books, to include The Pictorial
History of the Under-Hammer gun by
Herschel C. Logan, Colt Peacemaker
British Model by Keith Cochran, The
British Soldier’s Firearm 1850-1864 by C.H
Roads, M.A, Ph.D, Forsyth & Co Patent
Gunmakers by W Keith Neal & D.H L. Back
and many more (parcel)
£60-100
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440.

US Rifle M14 from John Garand
to the M21, by Blake Stevens, Collector
Grade Publications, First Edition
£40-60

441.

A large collection of Military
and War related books, to include The
Faces of World War I by Max Arthur, North
American Indian War by Richard H Dillon,
D-Day Command by Ken Ford, Clandestine
Warfare by James Ladd & Keith Melton
and more (parcel)
£40-60

442.

A signed copy of Webley
Revolvers, Revised from W.C.Dowell’s
The Webley Story by Gordon Bruce and
Christian Reinhart, signed to first page
‘with compliments Gordon Bruce’
£50-80

443.

An assortment of rifle and
firearm reference books, to include The
British Sniper by Ian Skennerton, The
Rifled Musket by Claud E Fuller, Shotguns
by Keith by Elmer Keith, Armourers Marks
by Dudley S Hawtrey Gyngell and many
more (parcel)
£60-100

444.

A signed copy of Conquest
of Empire Defence of The Realm The
British Soldier’s Rifle 1800to 2014, by
John Hutchins, signed to title page ‘John
Hutchins
£30-40

445.

A group of German Military
reference books, to include Uniforms
of the German Soldier by Alejandro M
De Quesada, Imperial German Army
Handbook by D.B Nash, Helmets and
Headdress of the Imperial German Army
by Colonel Robert H Rankin and more
(parcel)
£50-80

446.

An assortment of various
military/war related books, comprising
Churchill by Ashley Jackson, Okinawa:
The Great Island Battle by Benis M
Frank, Regiments of Foot by H. L. Wicks,
Germany’s Army and Navy of the 19th
Century by Gustav A Sigel and many more
(parcel)
£30-40

447.

All-In Fighting, by W.E. Fairbairn,
c.1942, the combat fighting book
published by Faber and Faber Limited, 24
Russell Square, London, with 132 pages of
various diagrams on killing and stabbing
techniques, first page with handwritten
note to Colonel Kitching, Commanding
Officer 10th Bn Scarborough from
Walbridge, plus some loose notes, brown
cloth cover, complete with dust cover
£150-200

448.

Get Tough!’ How to win in handto-hand fighting, as taught to the British
Commandos, and U.S. Armed Forces by
Major W.E Fairbairn, the 1942 Edition a
rare original copy by Major W.E Fairbairn,
published
by
D.Appleton-Century
Company, complete with original dust
cover
£80-100

449.

Shooting to Live, by W.E.
Fairbairn & E.A. Sykes, 1942, published by
Oliver and Boyd, stamp to the front page
Weapon Training Wing, 56 Training Regt
R.A.C, with some hand written names to
the same page, complete with dust jacket,
AF
£50-80

450.

Robert Taylor Signed Prints, two
prints framed with Perspex, South Atlantic
Task Force, signed Jeremy Moore and
D-Day with signed dedication by the artist
and additional signature, both published
by The Military Gallery Bath, each 50cm
wide x 37 cm high with small cracks to
Perspex and fading, F-G, (2)
£40-60

451.

A R Cowland, gouache on paper,
‘Strike Twice’ depicting Lightning taking
off from an airfield, with others in the sky,
signed and dated lower right ‘88, 50cm x
34cm, framed and glazed
£70-100

452.

A group of three military aviation
prints, to include, ‘Encounter with the Red
Baron’, Frank Wootton, ‘Memphis Belle’
by Robert Taylor and ‘Hounslow Heath
1919’ by Cuneo, all framed and glazed (3)
£60-80

453.

Keith Fretwell, oil on canvas,
depicting two Lightning F6s (75cm x
59cm), together with two oil on boards by
Peter Halliday, one depicting a Hurricane
(60cm x 50cm), the other a Lancaster
(74cm x 49cm) (3)
£80-120
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454. Watson, three oil on boards,
depicting various military planes, including
a Lancaster, Hawker Siddeley and a Jaguar
54 Sqn (3)
£60-80
455. Barry Barnes, oil on board,
two Sepecat Jaguar GR-3As in mid flight,
signed and dated 84 to lower right, 60cm
x 44cm, framed
£50-80
456.

J. Harvey, oil on canvas, depicting
two galleons in a fire fight in the middle
of the ocean, one with red flag, the other
blue, signed to lower right, 50cm x 40cm
£40-60

457. An oil on canvas of a battleship
and submarine at sea, AF, together with a
print of a battleship, later coloured, both
framed, AF (2)
£30-40
458. A Michael Turner Print, depicting
a jet doing a banked flyover an Asian
settlement, printed on canvas style paper
£50-80
459. A collection of various cap
badges and buttons, to include, white
metal cufflinks and pin badges for the
Ghurkas,22nd
Dragoons,
Fishguard,
Queens Own Hussars, HAC, Commandos,
and more, plus a belt buckle, button hooks
and more (parcel)
£80-100
460. An assortment of British cap
badges, approx 60, comprising 3rd Kings
Own Hussars, The Royal Irish Regt, The
Boys Brigade, 19th Alexandra P.W.O
Hussars, Royal Horse Guards, Royal
Engineers, Army Educational Corps, RAMC,
British South Africa Police, Hampshire and
more, some AF
£80-120
461. A collection of cloth badges and
epaulettes, including RAMC, Gurkhas, HAC
and more, plus a selection of Overseas
examples (parcel)
£50-100
462. A group of approximately 60
British cap badges, including Machine Gun
Guards, marked 1916, 16th The Queens
Lancers pre 1922 bi-metal, 21st Lancers,
5th Royal Irish Lancers, 6th Dragoon
Guards (Carabiniers), 26th Hussars,
Army Trained Nurse, 9th Ghurkha, South
Lancashire Prince of Wales’s Volunteers
and more (parcel)
£100-150
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463.

A collection of British cap
badges, approx 50, comprising Royal
Dublin Fusiliers, 1st Wiltshire R.V, 3rd
Gloucestershire
Volunteers,
RASC,
Leicestershire Prince Alberts Own
Yeomanry, The London Regt (The Rangers),
Kings Shropshire Light Infantry and more
(parcel)
£80-120

464.

A large collection of 200+
cap badges and staybrights, various
regiments, to include Royal Artillery, HAC,
RAF, Wiltshire, Norfolk, Notts and Derby,
The Buffs and many more (200+)
£200-300

465.

An assortment of British badges,
including Royal Artillery Volunteers, 32nd
Cornwall Light Infantry, AOC, 25th County
of London Cyclists, Cornwall 1st Volunteer
Battalion, Highland Light Infantry and
more, approx 50
£60-100

466.

A small group of Scottish Cap
badges, including 1st VB (Glasgow)
Highland Light Infantry, Highland Cyclist
Battalion T.F, Glasgow Highlanders
Highland Light Infantry, Tyneside Scottish,
The Royal Scots and more British examples,
approx 50
£100-150

470.

A selection of English and
Scottish cap badges, including Tyneside
Scottish, The Cameronians, Argyll and
Sutherland, 10th Battalion City of London
Regiment (Paddington Rifles), 3rd
Volunteer Battalion Hampshire Regiment,
King’s Own Scottish Borderers, Glasgow
Highlanders 9th Battalion H.L.I and many
more, approx 50
£80-120

471.

British
cap
badges,
an
assortment, including 3rd V.B Cornwall
Light Infantry, The British West Indies
Regiment, Army Cyclist Corps, RFC, The
Green Howards, Princess Wales’s Own
Yorkshire Regiment, Army Catering Corps
and more, approx 50
£70-100

472.

A WWI period German-Bavarian
Pickelhaube helmet plate, the central
crowned oval shield flanked by two
crowned lions, on scroll with motto ‘In
Treue Fest’, complete with screw mounts,
with original wing nuts
£40-60

473.

A small collection of German
and overseas cloth badges, together
with a metal German eagle and a hunting
medallion (parcel)
£50-80

467.

A collection of British cap
badges, comprising AAC, Tank Corps,
Elizabeth II Royal Military Police, REME,
8th Battalion P.W.O West Yorkshire
Regiment, 8th Battalion City of London
and more, approx 50
£60-100

474.

468.

475.

A group of British Cap badges,
including Seaforth Highlanders, Argyllshire
N.G.V.C, London Scottish, 3rd Battalion
Monmouthshire Regiment, The West
Riding, Repton O.T.C, Isle of Wight Rifles,
Ayrshire Earl of Carrick’s Own Yeomanry
and more, approx 50
£70-100

469.

An assortment of approx 50
British cap badges, including North Irish
Horse, 3rd City of London Yeomanry,
Duke of Lancaster’s Own, Queen Mary’s
Regiment Surrey Yeomanry, 19th Battalion
County of London Regiment, Herefordshire
Light Infantry and many more (parcel)
£70-100

A large collection of cap and cloth
badges, to include The Border Regt, The
Essex Regt, RASC, plastic Royal Engineers
and Royal Pioneer Corps, Dragoon Guards
and more, plus shoulder titles, pips and
stay brights (parcel)
£30-40
A collection of various cap
badges, to include SS Commando, 25th
County of London Cyclists, 19th P.W.O
Hussars, 8th Gurkhas, Royal Warwickshire
1st Birmingham Battalion and more
(approx 40)
£70-100

476.

A yellow metal Royal Engineers
locket, rolled gold, 6.5g, together with a
selection of badges, buttons and shoulder
titles, to include City of London RFA,
Westmorland & Cumberland, REME,
Grenadier Guards, and many more (parcel)
£40-60
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477.

An assortment of cap badges
and title, to include a selection of Army
Service Corps, including a two piece
example, RASC, Naval, HAC, Royal Army
Ordnance Corps and more (approx 60
pieces)
£60-80

478.

A collection of British cap badges,
to include Army Cyclist Corps, Volunteer
Defence League Dulwich & District, Home
Guard (include two plastic examples with
makers to reverse), 8th Ghurkhas, Prince
Albert’s Own LY and more, plus a selection
of overseas examples including 2nd
S.African Infantry (approx 70+ pieces)
£70-100

479.

Three Canadian military cap
badges, including the 2nd Queen’s Own
Rifles of Canada, together with a selection
of British cap badge, to include Fife and
Forfar Yeomanry, The Artists, 5th Border
Cumberland Regiment, Isle of Wight
Rifles, Motor Machine Gun Corps and
many more (approx 60)
£70-100

480.

An assortment of eleven Life
Guard badges, to include Two First Life
Guards (1913-22), Second Life Guards
(1913-22), Two Life Guards (1st and
2nd), three Edward VIII examples, two
pierced design and one full white metal,
two George V pierced examples and an
Elizabeth II example (11)
£60-80

481.

A Worcestershire ‘Firm’ helmet
plate, together with a selection of cap
badges, titles and buttons, to include
tank corps, Lancashire Hussars, The West
Riding, City of London Volunteer Corps,
RFA, RHA and more (60+)
£70-100

482.

A group of Artillery cap badges,
various ages, including Warwickshire
Royal Horse Artillery (possibly WWI, three
lugs to back), Fifth London R.F.A Brigade
(three lugs), Volunteers (three lugs) and
seven others, two appear to have spinning
wheels but stiff (10)
£60-80

483.

A collection of British cap
badges, various ages, including a silver
and enamel Royal Indian Army Service
corps, Tenth London Hackney, 7th Queen’s
Own Hussars, The Robin Hoods, 52nd
(Oxfordshire) Light Infantry and many
more (approx 60)
£70-100
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484.

A small collection of mainly
Canadian cap badges and button, plus a
New Zealand example and more (parcel)
£30-40

485.

An Elizabeth II Efficiency
Decoration, dated 1963, together with
miniature, with HAC ribbon, territorial
clasp, plus spare HAC ribbon (2)
£60-80

486.

A Cameronians (Scottish Rifles)
medal, awarded to Private A.J Hamilton
(23873942), together with a Territorial
Army medal awarded to the same, plus
an RAF medal awarded to 2779919 J/T
A.J Hamilton MAINTENANCE CMD RAF,
a Queen’s Golden Jubilee 2002 medal
and miniature, a British WWII miniature
medal group comprising GRV Territorial
Efficiency medal and clasp, War, Defence
and Burma Star, plus a selection of other
overseas medals and miniatures (parcel)
£100-200

487.

A WWII Royal Artillery medal
group, awarded to Corporal R.A McCreadie
(2978), comprising War, Victory and
Territorial Force War medal 1914-18,
together with his Territorial Efficiency
medal, where he was Sergeant (728820)
and his George VI Efficiency medal with
Territorial Clasp, where he was Warrant
Officer 2nd Class (728820), mounted on
board (5)
£200-300

488.

A Turkish Ottoman Order of
Medjidie neck badge, the mixed metal
badge with red enamel decoration,
stamped to reverse
£120-180

489.

A Royal Artillery National Service
medal, awarded to GNR P.J Swadling
(22447905), in fitted NSM box, together
with buttons and titles (parcel)
£30-40

490.

An interesting Royal Naval
WWI and WWII medal group, awarded
to Lieutenant Commander Christopher.
H. Philips, comprising 1914-15 Star, War,
Victory WWII War and Defence, plus
miniature, also another set of miniatures,
(WWI trio), the War medal with 7 clasps,
plus a large collection of ephemera,
including his log from HMS Eclipse dated
1901-02, his Journal of HMS Eclipse with
added coloured schismatic drawings and
maps, a print entitled ‘Off Jutland 6.21pm
May 31st 1916 from a drawing by H.L Boyle
Commander R.N’ for the Battle of Jutland,
a large collection of correspondence and
certificates, original plan of anchorage,
two personal black and white photograph
albums of family life and life at sea,
plus loose photographs, a silver plated
presentation tray, also various other items
that he owns, miniatures, lacquered boxes
and more (parcel)
£600-800

491.

A pair of Royal Air Force medals,
comprising India General Service medal
with North West Frontier 1936-37 clasp
(366429 L.A.C N.W Swalding RAF), and the
Royal Air Force LS and GC medal (366429
F/SGT N.W Swalding RAF), together with
his dog tags, cap badge and button,
plus a selection of his shooting and
commemorative medallions (parcel)
£80-120

492.

A WWII Royal Hampshire
Regiment medal group, awarded
to Private Roy Fairhurst (5497578),
comprising General Service medal with
Palestine clasp, War and Defence, Italy
Star, Africa Star with 1st Army clasp and
1939-45 Star, framed and glazed
£100-150

493.

A cased O.B.E, awarded to
Harry Gwynne Brown, lately Principal,
Department of Health and Social Security,
1982, complete with book, letter from
Downing Street, and two letters from
Central Chancery of the Orders of
Knighthood, plus Certificate
£100-200

494.

A WWI British War medal for
the Lancashire Fusiliers, awarded to
Corporal W. Scholes (13368), together
with an Imperial Service medal, awarded
to John Herbert Jackson, plus a China
relief Expedition medal, a WWI Christmas
tin, and a selection of military badges and
buttons, and Commemorative coins and a
medallions (parcel)
£50-80
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495. A Lancashire Fusilier’ King’s
South Africa medal, with two clasps,
South Africa 1901 & 1902, awarded to
Private W Edmondson (5185)
£40-60

503.

496. A WWII Russian silver and
enamel Order of the Red Star, number
482535 to reverse also with makers name,
together with a selection of other Russian
badges and items
£50-80

504.

497. A selection of Masonic jewels, to
include a 9ct gold lamp chain, a selection
of silver jewels, gilt metal and enamel
jewels, cufflinks, a watch, a smoking pipe,
sashes and more (parcel)
£150-200

505.

498. Two WWI Victory medals,
awarded to Able Seaman E Bishop
(186013) Royal Navy, and Sapper F Shell
(125983) Royal Engineers, together with
two trench art shells, an AA and RAC car
mascot, small collection of military cap
badges and medallions, razors and more
(parcel)
£80-120
499. An Order of the Indian Empire
medal group, awarded to William Hopkins
(retired 1933), comprising Order of the
Indian Empire, the Kaiser-I-Hind, O.B.E
1st Type and 1911 Delhi Durbar, complete
with miniatures, most in fitted cases
£2000-2500
500. A well displayed 3rd Somerset
Light Infantry WWI trio with Memorial
Plaque, awarded to Lieutenant Henry Basil
Lindesay Hinde, complete with certificate,
displayed in two Somerset Regimental
frames
£250-350
501. A Transvaal War/Boer War
tribute poem medallion, with ‘A
Gentleman in Khaki’ to the front holding a
rifle, with poem by Rudyard Kipling poem
to reverse, possibly sold by Daily Mail at
the time to raise funds (1)
£80-120
502. A WWII family medal group,
awarded to brother R.T and R.B Baker,
comprising two War medals, two Defence
medals, a 1939-45 Star and a Burma Star,
plus box and paperwork for R.P Baker
(parcel)
£40-60
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A German Army Tank badge,
for the Panzer Lanyard, together with a
Panzer Assault badge, both with no visible
maker’s mark (2)
£70-100
A Silver Wound badge, marked
13 to reverse, Gustav Brehmer, in fitted
LDO box, together with another Silver
Wound badge, marked 30 to reverse, also
in fitted box (4)
£80-120
A 40 Year Faithful Service medal,
together with a boxed 25 Year Faithful
Service medal (3)
£50-80

506.

Two Third Reich DRL Sports
badges, one marked ‘Wernstein Jena
D.R.G.M 35269’, the other ‘Wernstein
Jena Lobstedt, D.R.G.M 33918’ (2)
£40-60

507.

A group of Third Reich medals,
comprising the Eastern Front medal, the
War Merit Cross without Swords, the
Hindenberg Honour Cross with Swords
marked N & H and Ribbon bar, and the
Merit Cross with Swords (5)
£70-100

508.

A collection of German badges
and medals, including SS skull cap badge,
a Prussian helmet badge, a Parachutist
badge, Wings, a silver hallmarked Swastika
badge, Kreismeister 1936 badge, Merit
with swords and more (parcel)
£70-100

512.

A WWI German Photograph
album, an original WWI era German
military private purchase photograph
album, with Iron Cross and Oak Leaf
design
£70-100

513.

A WWII Third Reich Kriegsmarine
dagger hanger, (carry strap), with brass
lion head buckles, approx 40cm and 24cm
in total length
£250-300

514.

A German marked shell basket,
the wicker structured basket with metal
stamp to the base, dated 1937, also
stamped XXX with eagle and WaA585,
also with metal insert marked ‘15cmGr19’,
approx 75cm H
£60-80

515.

A Third Reich Germany 1944
Valkyrie 800 marked silver medal, with
U12 stamped above the 800 assay mark to
the flat back, pinned back, with detached
ring, but ring present, in fitted case
£3000-4000

516.

A
Third
Reich
Germany
Adolf Hitler silver ‘Blood Medal’, 2nd
Generation, marked 800, issue number
3520, with original fitted box
£3000-4000

517.

A Third Reich General Assault
badge, for 25 engagements, with maker’s
mark RK in circle to reverse, with pin back
£120-180

518.

A WWII Luftwaffe Flak badge,
pinback fixing, no visible maker’s marks
£80-100

A Third Reich Luftwaffe Ground
Assault badge, missing pin and ring to
reverse, unmarked
£40-60

510.

A Third Reich Army dagger
hanger, (carry strap) with stamped oak
leaves to the metal, also stamped ‘D.R.
G.M’, approx 25.5cm in total length
£120-180

519.

511.

520.

509.

A Third Reich Luftwaffe dagger
hanger, (carry strap) with stamp to
reverse, ‘D.R.G.M U.E.10 and RZM,
stamped to the metal buckle and the clips,
all metal buckles and clips with raised oak
leaf design, approx 27cm in total length
£120-180

A Third Reich Panzer Assault
badge, presented for 200 engagements,
with two piece construction, pin back,
unmarked, AF
£180-220
A Third Reich Naval Artillery
badge, marked RO in rectangle to flat
back, with pin back
£50-80

521.

An assortment of various items,
including a 2/Infanterie Ersatz Battalion
400 dog tag, black wound badge, Merit
Cross with Swords (marked 45 to hanger),
West Wall medal, Labor Day 1934 & 35
badges, German tinnie, a Blockade Runner
badge and more (parcel)
£70-100
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522.

An assortment of German
medals and badges, including Iron Crosses,
Hanseatic Cross, Hansa cross, and others,
together with a collection of German
tallies, comprising Das Reich, Auschwitz,
Totenkopfverbande, SS Feldgendarmerie
and more, together with the cloth badges
and a Russian tally (parcel)
£50-80

523.

A German Combined PilotsObservation badge, marked SDG in
triangle to reverse, together with a Radio
Operators badge, marked MMS to reverse
(2)
£80-100

524.

A collection of British and
overseas hats, including two Pith helmets,
Glengarrys and side caps, together with a
RAMC swagger stick, Kos KO/747 head set,
a large collection of stable belts and belts,
two Union flags, Austrian two headed
eagle handkerchief, a pair of Moss Bros
Spurs and a pair of military boots (parcel)
£80-120

525. A WWII MkIII Turtle helmet, the
highly polished brass helmet, stamped
MkIII W75 and dated 1944, with later
1972 liner, in Gieves of Old Bond Street
cardboard box
£60-100
526.

An
Honourable
Artillery
Company (HAC) Officer’s visor cap,
together with HAC Colonel’s visor cap,
plus belts and gloves (parcel)
£40-60

527.

An assortment of overseas
caps and hats, including Foreign Legion,
German Third Reich, Russian and more
(parcel)
£30-50

528.

An Austro-Hungarian Officer’s
Shako, with black felt body with single
gold band, bullion cockade with horse
hair ‘Ponytail’, double headed eagle badge
with Franz Josef I initials to centre, AF
£120-180

529.

A WWI Prussian Pickelhaube
spiked helmet, with large badge to the
front with motto ‘In Treue Fest’, stamped
1916 inside, AF
£100-150

531.

A black and crimson formal dress
uniform, comprising jacket, waistcoat and
trousers, together with two white jacket
formal uniforms, one with United Nations
badge and more to the sleeve, shoulder
pips and more, together with trousers,
plus another in black (parcel)
£50-80

532.

A 1949 Pattern Battledress, by
H. Edgard & Sons Ltd, dated 1951, with
shirt, trousers and belt, together with
another 1949 pattern dated 1962, also
with trousers, shirt and belt (parcel)
£60-80

533.

An assortment of British
uniforms, including battledress and
trousers, combat jacket 2, comprising
jacket, shirt and trousers plus other items
(parcel)
£50-80

534.

A WWI German M16 helmet,
with faded painted camo design, stamped
BF62 to inside, remanence of hand painted
personnel detail to inner back, complete
with original liner and chin strap, AF
£120-180

535.

A tank driver’s Bump helmet,
together with a selection of five other
helmets, comprising of a Russian example,
some possible tank drivers/operators,
various ages, liners of various ages (6)
£60-80

540.

A WWII US 1st Infantry Division
helmet, the helmet with a red painted ‘1’
with black border to the front, complete
with liner and strap
£250-300

541.

A 1945 dated Royal Air Force
jacket, Size No.7, marked with broad
arrow, complete with belt
£80-120

542.

A WWII 14th Army uniform,
jacket dated 1941 by Coultas & Sons,
complete with trousers
£100-150

543.

A 19th Century Italian Shako,
with crossed keys badge with initials to
front, white feather plume, black fabric
body with single gold bad to top, AF
£80-120

544.

An Austrian Officer’s Shako, with
three gilt band design, with FJI double
headed eagle badge, bullion cockade,
bullion band to the visor, and plume, Sohr
& Menner Wien label to inside, AF
£350-450

545.

A
19th
Century
AustroHungarian Officer’s Kepi, with the
crowned double-headed eagle to front,
with FJI to centre of crest, single green
band, and plume to front, makers label to
inside E. H. Schwaab of Prague, AF
£300-350

536.

A WWII-period Japanese Army
jacket, with large stamp to the lining of
the jacket, with smaller to each of the four
pockets
£200-250

546.

537.

547.

A WWII period Japanese Shirt
and Trousers, Summer issue in green, AF
£180-220

538.

A WWI German M16 helmet,
with liner, in camo finish, no obvious
marking to the inside or the liner
£280-320

539.

A WWII style Medic Helmet,
complete with liner and chin strap, helmet
stamped U-SCH71 to inside, with four
medical Red Cross within white circles to
outer
£150-180

A WWI British Wiltshire
Regiment Other Ranks Brodie, with
painted badge to the front, although
faded, complete with liner
£400-500
A mid 20th Century Captain
(Masters) Merchant Naval uniform
jacket, with five ribbons to the chest, Port
Line buttons and gilted cuffs
£30-50

548.

A 19th Century Italian Officer’s
Shako, he black hat with single gilt band
to the top with V shaped gilt design to the
sides, traditional crossed key with initials
badge to the front with red plume, gilt
strap top of visor with lion finials, leather
chin strap, AF
£200-250

530.

A German Third Reich Double
Decal helmet, with National Eagle and TriColour Shield Decals, with original liner
£80-120
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549. A 19th Century Spanish Officer’s
Shako, with crest helmet plate to front,
with band with fleur de lis decoration on
cream ground, red cockade, small oval F Y
badges to inner head band, AF
£200-250

558.

550. A pair of 74th (1st Hannover)
Infantry epaulettes, Hannoversches
Infanterie-Regiment,
together
with
a
Pioneer
Specialist
Fortification
Construction (FBO, Festungsbau Offizier)
epaulette, plus another with 202 metal
top, plus a small selection of period
postcards
£60-80

559.

551.

A WWI German M16 camo
helmet, complete with original liner
and chin strap, chin strap marked
‘Arminiuswerke Wilhelmvick Rostock
1916’
£400-500

552.

Four German belt buckles, one
with eagle with sword within a wreath,
another with part of a leather belt marked
1/Pz.Abw.371, plus two others (4)
£60-80

553.

An Edward VII Yeomanry
Officer’s Belt pouch, the black pouch with
Crowned ERVII cipher with two bullion
bands
£100-120

554. A Welch Fusilier’s Mess jacket,
the red uniform jacket with white piping
and cuffs, bullion badges to the collars and
pips to the shoulders
£40-60
555. A Victorian East Lancashire
uniform, comprising of jacket and
trousers, jacket by Hobson & son, white
metal buttons, gilt banding to the collar
and cuffs, with bullion badges
£100-150
556. A pair of brown breeches,
unnamed
£20-30
557.

A Lord Lieutenant’s belt and
buckle, the two piece buckle with crown
within wreath design
£30-40

A Bristol Regiment belt and
pouch, with the ‘Virtute et Industria’ Coat
of Arms surrounded by a wreath to the
pouch, with single bullion band to the belt
and pouch
£100-150
A brown leather jacket, possibly
RAF, together with an R.A.F Kit bag marked
3113897 15/4/48
£30-40

568.

A WWII German 20mm round,
with original paint and stencilled with the
eagle and swastika, marked P413 51 38
115g, stamped with P131 41 WaA43 and
dated 1938, base also stamped, with AZ47
fuse, inert
£100-120

569.

560. A WWII period great coat, for
the Royal Corps of Signals
£40-60

A US Vietnam era M67 Baseball
grenade, marked ‘Grenade, Hand, Frag,
Delay,M67 5-73, COMP B, LOT LS-56-512’,
complete with M213 Fuze, lever and pin,
plus original G881 COMP cardboard case
and lid, inert
£120-150

561.

570.

A group of Airforce jackets, to
include the British RAF, German and USAAF
(with side cap), with numerous badges,
together with an American Airforce shirt
with badges (4)
£60-80

562.

An Elizabeth II Yeoman Warder/
Beefeater uniform, comprising hat,
tunic by Costello of London, belt and
heavyweight cape by Crown Military
uniforms, this was worn by a late Beefeater
who worked at the Tower of London for 5+
years
£1000-1200

563.

A 1970s/80s Royal Berkshire St
Johns Uniform, comprising two jackets
and a peak cap, plus a St Johns pin badge
and silver commemorative medallion
(parcel)
£50-80

A WWII German Glass mine,
with round glass body, with 40 to the
base, with metal disc supporting trigger,
inert
£200-250

571.

A WWII German 80mm
Granatwerfer 34 mortar, marked 14A Ab
7 44 to the body, the fuse stamped with
the eagle and WaA819, fuse also market
WgrZT feh 43 227other marking to the tail
£250-300

572.

A WWII British Piat anti-tank
round, inert, with faded back and red
painted ring, stamped R244 with diamond,
also with stencilled lettering, also faded,
approx 41cm tall
£280-320

573.

564.

A WWII Special Constable Police
Brodie, dated 1939, stamped SU II HRH to
inside, complete with liner and chin strap
£50-60

A WWII German 8cm M30 HE
round, the shell dated 1940, also stamped
with eagle and WaA607, the fuse dated
1941, stamped TP100 C1/41, also with
letter in triangle, Pg 2.5.41L stencilled to
the side, inert, approx 67cm tall
£350-400

565.

574.

A Men’s No.2 Dress uniform
jacket, with ribbons to the chest and
badges to the sleeves
£20-30

566.

A WWI British No.5 Mk1
Mills Grenade, by Calthrops Motors of
Birmingham, dated 1912, stamped to the
base 10/7 with model and makers name,
painted black with yellow and red band,
complete with pin, missing flyoff lever,
inert
£120-180

A WWII German 7.5cm Kwk40
hollow charge shell, inert, the shell
stamped 65 sc. Bx, 958 Schneider T, the
head with some of the original markings
although faded, the fuse stamped E over
CNB, also with the eagle an WaA203,
approx 69cm tall
£280-320

575.

A British 4.5 inch High Explosive
Submunition Practice shell, with original
drive band, dated 1971, complete with
plug firing fuse, inert, approx 59cm tall
£120-180

567.

A WWI German Discus grenade,
unmarked
£60-80
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576.

A WWII German 8.8cm Flak
18 HE Naval round, inert, shell stamped
1940 to base, also marked ‘Ng.1 12.42 E,
various stencil markings to the shell, fuse
dated 1942 and stamped ZtZS/30 C hhj,
approx 92cm tall
£400-500

577.

A WWII German 7.5cm Pak90
shell, inert, the shell dated 44, also
stamped OZS 61, and with eagle to the
base, the fuse has no obvious markings,
approx 97cm tall
£350-400

578.

A Deactivated British No.1
MKV Flare pistol, made by Enfield, serial
112651, numerous stamps to the side,
with broad arrow stamp, 1 inch calibre,
6 inch barrel, complete with deactivation
certificate, issued by Birmingham Gun
Barrel Proof House, CG:149313, dated
16/01/2019
£250-300

579.

584.

A Deactivated Enfield Bren
MkIII .303 light machine gun, post
War dated 1957, with moving trigger,
selector, cocking handle and removeable
magazine, serial A5213, plus numerous
other stamps, complete with deactivation
certificate from The London Proof House,
dated 9 Mar 2020
£500-600

594.

585.

596.

An Reproduction Austrian
Decorative percussion cap carbine,
with decoratively carved wooden stock,
with unmarked barrel, plate with swag
engraving, 94cm long in total
£50-100

586.

A Civil War period leather
ammunition pouch, with fitted wooden
interior for 18 shots, faintly marked R.I.M
to the front, together with a Reproduction
Remington revolver holster, plus a canvas
example (3)
£100-120

A Deactivated WWII German
K98 bolt action rifle,
dated 1938,
S/237, various other stamps throughout,
including numerous German eagles,
complete with deactivation certificate
from The Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof
House, cert no. 155535, serial number
3053, dated of certification of deactivation
15/06/2020
£600-800

587.

580.

A Mark 1 Bren Gun Anti-Aircraft
handle, with turned wooden handle,
stamped with a D and 3 to the terminal
£80-120

589.

581.

590.

A Deactivated WWII Bren Mk2
spare barrel, complete with correct
handle, stamped to the side, serial A5996,
also various other stamps, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
dated 03 July 2019
£150-200

582.

A Swift Training Rifle, with
plaque to side of body, ‘The Swift Training
Rifle, 9B/1588 Series A448’, with working
bolt action
£150-200

583.

A Deactivated British WWI
Enfield SMLE MkIII, dated 1918, various
stamps and proof markings, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
serial 1324, dated 02/06/2020, with
restorations
£400-500
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A 1916 dated Luger Holster,
marked to the inside of the top ‘Dingeldey
& Werres 1916 Berlin’, also with hand
written name
£100-120

588.

A German Browning HighPowered holster, in stiff brown leather,
marked ‘clg 44’ under clasp
£100-120
A 19th Century pocket pistol,
unnamed, with engraved shield decoration
to either side, AF
£150-250
A 19th Century percussion cap
Pepperpot by Hollis Brothers, with six
shot revolving barrel, swag engraved body
and cross hatched had grip
£150-250

A German Weihrauch .177 air
rifle, marked HW 97 K, serial 1566768,
complete with case
£120-180

595.

A Webley & Scott Xocet .177
cal air rifle, serial 904277, with Simmons
3-9x40 scope, complete with carry case
£80-120
A German Weihrauch .177 air
rifle, marked HW 97 K, serial 1655662,
the stock of a more nature wooden form,
complete with carry case
£120-180

597.

An RN10 4.5 cal air rifle, max
pressure 200 Bar, marked 0767, complete
with an impressive Tasco Custom Shop
scope, complete with carry bag
£500-600

598.

An antique pistol box, possibly
for a Colt or Remington Army, later relined together with some shots (1)
£70-100

599.

A group of four French bayonets,
including a Yataghan with steel scabbard,
a lebel with cruciform blade and steel
scabbard, a Gras T-Back with steel
scabbard and a cut down Yataghan (7)
£120-180

600.

An Argentinian model 1891
bayonet and scabbard, together with a
Yataghan style bayonet, two double edged
bayonets and another (5)
£80-120

601.

An Italian 1891 Pattern Rocca
1941 bayonet, with brass and leather
scabbard, together with a Swiss M1918
Elsener Schwyz Victoria bayonet with
steel scabbard (4)
£80-120

591.

A US brown leather pistol
holster, together with another US pouch
and a pair of leg cuffs
£40-60

602.

592.

603.

An early 20th Century Indian
torador/fortress gun, with Import
markings to the barrel ‘JPR/EXR 2/6234,
and stamped 2214 to the wooden body,
234cm in total length
£150-250

593.

A British No.7 MkI/L bayonet,
dated 1948, together with steel scabbard
and frog (2)
£70-100
Two
German
bayonets,
comprising M1884/98, serial E 6586, with
steel scabbard (1653), together with an
Alex Coppel Solingen bayonet, serial 797
marked to cross guard, with leather and
brass scabbard marked Kk 4421 (4)
£70-100

An Air Rifle wooden stock, with
cross hatched design, ideal for restoration
project
£30-40
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604. A WWII period 3rd pattern
Fairbairn Sykes dagger, marked 3 to the
handle, cross guard unmarked, together
with leather a metal tipped frog
£80-120
605. A Lee Enfield bayonet, converted
to a trench fighting knife, with 29.5cm
long double sided blade
£30-40
606. A French Small Sword, c.1720,
with guard decorated with helmets,
stands of arms and floral swags, rounded
pommel, triangular shaped fullered blade,
wire hand grip, missing knuckle guard,
approx 80cm in length in total, AF
£100-150
607. An 1803 Pattern Flank Officer’s/
Light Company sword, with lion head and
knuckle bow hilt bearing infantry bugle
and GR cipher, the curved flat backed
single fullered 75cm long blade with
etched design and ‘BEANTE*’, Woolley
& Deakin’s Improved Steel impressed to
spine of blade
£400-500
608. A WWII German K98 Parade
Bayonet and Scabbard with makers
mark ‘G.Weyersberg Sne Solingen’ to the
19.5cm long blade, complete with steel
scabbard
£80-120
609. A WWI G98 bayonet, with
markings to the guard, although faint,
with 52cm long blade
£80-100
610.

A late 19th Century Aikuchi
Tanto, unsigned, possibly Meiji Period,
the casing with applied frog and Dog of Fo
decoration, with 8.5” blade
£700-800

613.

A WWII German marked
Kreighoff M1894/43 bayonet, stamped
with eagle WaA8* to the cross guard,
stamped K under crown to the single sided
21m long blade, the bayonet with push
button release for the scabbard, the steel
scabbard stamped 14
£180-200

614.

A German Third Reich 2nd
Pattern Luftwaffe dagger, made by Alcosa
Solingen, with eagle and swastika cross
guard, with two band scabbard
£350-450

615.

A carved boxwood Oriental
dagger, in the form of a dragon, possibly
Aikuchi, the single edged blade approx
22cm long, the blade with suguhamindare hamon sunagashiana nie
£500-600

616.

A WWII German Mauser K98
bayonet, dated 1943, ctc maker mark,
serial 4133, complete with scabbard
(different serial, 5227) plus leather frog
£150-180

617.

A WWII Showa Period Shin
Gunto Military Katana, with hand forged
Gendaito blade, approx 25.5 inch cutting
edge and has mino school forging,
Gunome Midare Hamon which is outlined
in Ni Oi, the tang has been rusty, making it
hard to read the Kanji, done in an obscure
Sosshu Artist script
£1500-2000

618.

A Third Reich Army dagger,
by Eickhorn Solingen, complete with
scabbard and knot
£400-500

619.

611. An assortment of collector’s
knives, various makers and styles (12)
£120-150

A WWII German Third Reich
Police Parade bayonet and scabbard,
by Puma Solingen, with applied Eagle,
Swastika and wreath badge to the grip,
decorative etched blade, complete with
steel scabbard
£300-350

612.

620.

A group of five assorted knives,
to include, a Joker, Boker Plus, Neito, and
Schrade, three with retailer’s boxes, all
with scabbards (parcel)
£120-150

An Imperial Japanese Naval
Officer’s Dagger, with 21cm long single
edged blade, S shaped cross guard, push
button release, complete with gilt metal
and leather scabbard, AF
£250-300

621.

A 1907 pattern SMLE bayonet
by Sanders, dated 1917, with numerous
proof marks to the blade, blade single
fullered, 30.5cm, together with leather
and steel scabbard stamped EB 6
£100-120
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622.

A
German
Third
Reich
Kreigsmarine dagger by E & F Horster
Solingen, with double fullered etched
blade, with ship and anchor design,
complete with scabbard and knot
£500-600

623.

A WWII German Third Reich
Army Parade bayonet, by Eickhorn
Solingen, with single fullered etched blade
complete with scabbard and leather frog
£400-500

624.

A 19th Century Talwar, together
with a Spanish Toledo ‘Colada Del CID’
short sword, a kukhri, a spear head, a
small Jambia, and another (6)
£30-50

625.

A War Period Sheath knife,
by Harrison Fisher & CO Ltd, with antler
terminal, and leather sheath, together
with two other sheath knives and sheaths,
both by William Rodgers, one marked
Bowie Knife (3)
£40-60

626.

A 1942 dated US M1 knife
bayonet, with scabbard, together with a
US M7 knife bayonet US M8A1 scabbard
and frog
£40-60

627.

Four Third pattern Fairbairn
Sykes fighting knives, one with scabbard,
together with a 45 dated Chindits
machete, and a 1945 dated Elwell Military
issue Bill (6)
£80-120

628.

A German Boot knife, by Gottlieb
Solingen, complete with metal and leather
scabbard, together with another German
knife by A.W. Wadsworth & Son, with
metal handle with raised decoration of
figure with bicycle (2)
£80-100

629.

A cut down Italian fighting knife,
unmarked, together with leather scabbard
£120-180

630.

A German Fireman’s Dress
bayonet, together with another German
Fireman’s bayonet, one marked Solingen,
both with metal scabbards (2)
£60-80

631.

A US M3 knife by Kinfolks, with
US M6 Milsco 1943 dated leather scabbard
£300-400
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632.

A Fairbairn Sykes Third Pattern
fighting knife, with turned wooden
handle, complete with scabbard
£120-180

633.

A German K98 with SS Panzer
1st Division markings, marked 3409h,
dated 44 crs, with engravings to both sides
of the blade, complete with steel scabbard
£80-120

641.

A Brunswick 1847 2nd pattern
sword bayonet, marked Enfield GS to the
double edged blade, with E6 under crown
the opposite, 1145 marked to the cross
guard with 23 the opposite was round,
complete with release lever, blade approx
56cm long
£200-300

642.

634.

An assortment of various knives,
including clasp knives, pen knives and
more, some marked (parcel)
£40-60

A Brunswick 1937 1st pattern
sword bayonet, the double edged blade
unmarked, leading to the one piece brass
grip and guard, complete with release
button and clasp, blade approx 55cm long
£200-300

635.

An Imperial Prussian Miner’s
Sabre, with single fullered etched blade,
Crown crossed hammers to the front,
blade approx 85cm long, complete with
leather and brass scabbard, and knot
£250-350

643.

636.

644.

A 1786 pattern Infantry Officer’s
sword, with five ball guard, ivory handle
and 81cm long single sided, single fullered
blade, blade unmarked, missing hand
guard, AF
£300-500

637.

A WWI German M1898/05
Mauser sword bayonet, by Weyersberg
Kirschbaum & Cie Solingen, dated 1915,
single fullered 36.5cm long blade, together
with scabbard
£40-60

638.

An 1827 pattern Naval Officer’s
sword, with etched blade with anchor
motifs, lion head pommel, complete with
leather and brass scabbard, maker name
indecipherable due to slight rusting, AF
£150-180

639.

Five
leather
knife/dagger
sheaths, all with crowned crossed sword
within wreath emblem stamped to front,
possibly overseas Royal Regiment
£30-50

640.

Three Russian Socket bayonets,
all with cruciform blades, each with serial
stamps ‘65593’, ‘25598’, & ‘131474’, plus
other proof marks (3)
£40-60
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A British 1856 Pattern Yataghan
bayonet, marked H to the single edged
and fullered blade, cross hatched grip with
release button and clasp, complete with
steel and leather scabbard
£80-120

649.

An 1871 British Naval Cutlass,
marked WD with broad arrow and 11/78
to the blade, with single piece hand guard,
together with a British Volunteer cutlass,
blade 65cm and 67cm (2)
£250-300

650.

A British 1856 Pattern Yataghan
bayonet, serial 767, marked V.R to the
blade, with crowned BR21 and E33 to the
other, also with numerous proof marked
to the spine of the grip, with stell and
leather scabbard
£80-120

651.

Three Continental Cruciform
Socket bayonets, each with serial numbers
and two with unit marks, ‘11 R.B No.1269,
serial 13436’, ‘18R/A 85, serial 10521’, &
‘H.H.20148 P.S’ (3)
£40-60

652.

An East India Company Sapper
and Miner’s Volunteer Socket bayonet,
marked P4 to the 56cm long single fullered
blade, also marked to the socket RA, VIII
and other markings, approx 69cm in total
length
£200-250

A British 1856 Pattern matching
number sawback bayonet, possible for
the Lancashire Fusiliers, blade marked with
brad arrow and WD, blade by Wilkinson
of London, also with other proof marked,
quillion marked 4.1896 2.LAN 11, mouth
of the scabbard also marked the same
£200-250

645.

Three Belgium and Austrian
Socket bayonets, one with scabbard
and frog, with serial 1324, the other two
with cruciform blades, one marked with
a number 5, the other V 765 with proof
marks (3)
£40-60

653.

646.

654.

A British Lancaster Volunteer
Unit marked sword bayonet, marked
V.B.Coy R.H 13, and dated 03 with proof
marked to the blade, together with a
British Lancaster Cadets bayonet, length
of blade 60cm and 39cm (2)
£150-180

647.

A French Gras bayonet, St
Etienne 1880 to the spine of the blade,
with proof marks, TF 5946 with proof
marks stamped to the quillion, together
with a Chassepot, stamped 46114, both
with steel scabbards (2)
£80-120

648.

A British 1875 Volunteer
Sawback bayonet, with 46cm long blade,
marked F.D.L on oval, cross hatched grip,
complete with release button and lever
£100-120

A French Lebel bayonet, with
cruciform blade, marked J and M both
in circles, with scabbard, together with a
French Chassepot bayonet, dated 1869,
stamped S31382, with scabbard marked 4
43594
£80-120
A WWI Austrian Pioneer short
sword, marked GS.GY Kassa to the single
edged blade, with proof mark to opposite,
complete with steel scabbard
£100-120

655.

A Prussian M1839 sidearm,
stamped with knights helmet and crowned
JR to the blade, together with a Dutch
sidearm, maker indistinctively stamped to
the blade (2)
£60-80

656.

An East India Company Socket
bayonet, together with an 1888 Model
socket bayonet, marked S.H* to the blade,
both complete with original clips (2)
£120-150
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657. A Brazilian 1909 Pattern
sidearm, with single edged, single fullered
blade, stamped F I to the top of the hand
guard, and 4231 941 to the underside,
cross hatched wooden grip, leather and
metal scabbard also stamped F I
£150-180

665.

658. A Swiss 1914 sawback bayonet,
by Elsener Schwyz, number 756879,
complete with steel scabbard and brown
leather frog, frog stamped to reverse
£150-200

666.

659. A German captured Italian
unit marked bayonet, (ART DEP MAG),
together with a Werder Shortened
bayonet, Jager unit marked, serial 41690,
plus another shortened bayonet by Gebr
Weyersberg Solingen (3)
£80-120
660. A Unit marked Wilkinson 1907
SMLE bayonet, stamped 3 WK 1942 with
scabbard, together with another Unit
marked SLW 1907 bayonet, stamped for
The Prince of Wales Volunteers, with Mk1
scabbard
£150-180
661. Three
French
Bayonets,
comprising a Lebel, stamped K63796,
a Gras, dated 1881, 24386 with proof
marks and an 1842 model stamped 1511
to guard, marked 110, lebel and gras with
scabbards (3)
£80-120
662. An 1842 British Constabulary
Carbine socket bayonet, by S.Hill,
complete with locking lever and brass and
leather scabbard
£180-220
663.

An 1853 Pattern British socket
bayonet, with date and proof marks to the
blade, complete with leather and brass
scabbard, and leather frog, blade approx
43cm
£80-100

664. A German M65/71 Hirschfanger
bayonet, by Carl Kaiser of Solingen, with
the crossed sabre makers mark, Jager
Bot 7/3 comp, with triple etched blade,
complete with correct scabbard and
leather frog
£400-600
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A rare German 98/05 Private
Purchase (Parade) sawback bayonet, by
Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co of Solingen,
with the W.K & C with King and Knight
Stamp to the blade, blade 37cm long,
complete with metal and leather scabbard
£250-300
A German 98/05 Mauser
Butcher bayonet, by Frister & Rossmann,
also marked Actiengesellschsft vorm, with
scabbard, together with a German 98/05
sawback (sawback has been removed)
dated 16, by Simson & Co Suhl, also with
scabbard
£150-180

667.

A German 98/05 Sawback
Transional bayonet, by Stahl Blume, with
high ear and steel back plate to the grip,
36cm long blade, with steel scabbard
£180-200

668.

A German all steel EB43 Ersatz
bayonet, with parallel blade, complete
with scabbard and leather frog
£180-200

669.

A German all steel EB43 Ersatz
bayonet, with Butcher blade, marked with
crowned B, complete with scabbard
£150-180

670. Two German leather frogs, both
with Company knots, one black and green,
the other red and cream
£60-80
671.

A group of eight leather frogs,
comprising Butchers, 98/05, K98 and
more (8)
£100-120

672.

A group of four various leather
frogs, one marked Hiatt B’Ham with date
to the reverse (4)
£20-30

673.

Three Unit marked leather frogs,
to include BAX1117, OJR91 dated 1917
and 2 Komp J.R21 by Thur Verb. Selbst.
Sattler dated 1927 (3)
£60-80

674.

A German K98 bayonet with
scabbard and frog, by E u F Horster, dated
39, marked 8834, scabbard marked 6471
& 42asw, together with two other K98
bayonets, one marked S/185G and 8106c,
the other S/241G and 7014 (3)
£100-120

675.

A German M1884/98 sawback
bayonet, by Erfurt, dated 1915, blade
approx 25cm, complete with steel
scabbard
£150-180

676.

A German 1871/84 knife
bayonet, by C.G Haenel Suhl, with 88 date
mark to the spine, complete with steel
scabbard
£80-100

677.

A German Unit Marked 84/98
knife bayonet, by Alex Coppel of Solingen,
also stamped to blade DANZIG under
crown, 88 date mark, unit R.13.20, also
stamped 450, blade approx 25cm long,
complete with steel and leather scabbard,
scabbard marked 66.R.6.7., proof marks
to the end of the scabbard
£100-120

678.

A German EB21 brass handled
Ersatz bayonet, complete with scabbard
£100-120

679.

Three German Ersatz bayonets,
one marked 6456, one also with scabbard
£50-80

680.

Two German Ersatz EB36
bayonets, one marked 1723, also with
steel scabbard (2)
£50-80

681.

A selection of various bayonets,
to include an Indian SMLE, two pig stickers,
a 1917 Remington and a reproduction
socket, AF (parcel)
£40-60

682.

A Swiss Sig knife bayonet,
complete with scabbard and frog, frog
stamped A.Egger Waldkirch 81, together
with a selection of other bayonets,
comprising Italian, Swedish, Belgian and
AK (5)
£40-60

683.

A French Gras, dated 1876, serial
worn, complete with scabbard, together
with another French Gras, undated,
stamped 35213, no scabbard (2)
£30-40

684.

A rare American M3 Fighting
knife by Robeson Cutlery & Co, the blade
being marked U.S. M3 R.C.CO, complete
with a US M8 B.M & Co scabbard and frog
£300-400
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685.

A WWI German Fighting knife,
by Nahkampfer, with antler handle, with
leather sheath
£80-120

694.

686.

695.

A WWI German Fighting Knife,
unmarked, with cross hatched grip,
complete with steel sheath
£100-120

687.

An assortment of fighting and
other knives, to include a military 1943
dated knife by Geo Bill & Sons, a dinghy
knife by George Ibberson & Co, A George
Ibberson & Co Fairbairn Sykes Private
Purchase, a period made knife and
another (parcel)
£80-120

688.

A rare early Italian 1935 MSVN
fighting knife, with unmarked blade, with
wooden handle/grip, with steel sheath
£200-250

689.

A Fairbairn Sykes 2nd pattern
fighting knife, with captive nut, complete
with frog, with Rank number for M.Dudley
of the Royal Air Force to the back
(1520429)
£500-550

690.

A 1796 pattern Light Cavalry
Officer’s sword/sabre, with large
unmarked blade, approx 85cm long,
leading to guard and wire grip, complete
with steel scabbard
£250-350

691.

An early 19th Century Victorian
presentation sword, Presented by the
Officers of the Third Troop of Warwickshire
Yeomanry Cavalry to George Knight as the
best Swordsman in the 2nd Class 1843’,
with pipe back with etched blade, with
Royal cypher and harvesting equipment,
blade made by ‘Reeves Greaves Reeves
of Birmingham, manufacturers to her
Majesty’s Honourable Board of Ordnance
and the Honourable East India Company’,
complete with steel scabbard with chain
link hanger
£150-250

692.

Two French pole arms, a pike
with 24” iron head, and a fauchard,
with single edged clip-point blade, 29”,
including socket (2)
£150-250

693.

Three African/Middle Eastern
items, to include a knife, a longer bladed
weapon and a pistol (3)
£40-60
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A Ceremonial Shona Axe,
with long hardwood shaft, with circular
engraved top, steel blade with curved tail
£100-150
A Ceremonial Shona Axe, with
long hardwood shaft, with engraved top,
in the form of a lady with the blade coming
out of her mouth, blade with engraved
design
£100-150

696.

An Indonesian Karambit Claw
knife, with hole finger grip, leading to a
curved body and blade in the form of a
claw, together with original leather sheath
£100-150

697.

A 19th Century Continental
Court sword, with a triangular hollow
blade, brass grip and guard, with engraved
design, complete with original leather and
metal scabbard
£60-80

704.

A large brass ships bell from MV
Dara, the 1948 build Dubai based ship that
transported expatriate passengers mainly
between the Persian Gulf and the Indian
subcontinent, Dara sank in the Persian
Gulf as a result of an explosion killing
238 out of 819 passengers, including 19
Officers, the bell marked ‘DARA’ to front
and AH to reverse, approx 36cm high, sold
with The Story of P&O by David Howarth
& Stephen Howarth of which the Dara is
mentioned, AF
£450-550

705.

A Ship’s Bell, mid-20th century
ship’s bell, marked M/T VESTEN and 1951,
lacks clapper, dented rim, 40cm tall, F-G
(1)
£60-80

706.

A Siam/Thailand Type 45 knife
bayonet, with makers mark to 24.5cm
long blade
£30-40

Modern
Maritime
Prints,
limited edition - Derek Gardner, ‘Prelude
to Trafalgar, Nelson’s Victory on passage
to Cadiz, 1805’, 3/650, signed in pencil,
image size, 630mm x 420mm, and John
Chancellor ‘Half Ebb at the Blacktail’,
348/351, 610mm x 440mm, both framed
and glazed (2)
£40-60

699.

707.

698.

A British Lee Metford Bayonet,
by Wilkinson, dated 35, With WD and
VR cypher, also marked with Sold Out of
Service stamp to the pommel, complete
with steel and leather scabbard
£100-150

700.

A Spanish M1941 knife bayonet,
by Toledo, marked 2761 F to the blade
and U to the guard, complete with steel
scabbard
£30-50

Cast Iron Bridge Notices, two
original cast iron notices, inscribed
Locomotives, Heavy Motor Cars, and All
Motor Vehicles with Seats For More Than
15 Persons Prohibited, each 60cm x 60cm,
F, plus an alloy example (3)
£80-100

708.

A US M1 Bayonet, blade marked
AFH US complete with US scabbard
£50-80

A
Nautical
silver
plated
presentation tray, presented to Capt C
R Cameron D.S.C on the Occasion of his
retirement by past and present students
of The School of Navigation, Robert
Gordon’s Technical College 20-12-57’, with
floral swag design, twin handled, 64cm x
24cm including handles
£60-100

702.

709.

701.

A Japanese Type 30 sword
bayonet, marked 76028 to the pommel,
with Aisan Kogyo Arsenal (Nagoya
triangle) marks to the blade, complete
with scabbard
£70-100

703.

A vintage Phillips tricycle,
painted in black, serial number 15618,
with single gear, white wall tyres to the
back, AF
£50-100

An Anchorlight ship’s light, with
makers plaque in copper to the top, also
with shaped glass, converted to electricity,
untested
£50-80

710.

A WWI period Bulpitts Ltd of
Birmingham brass ships cabin lantern,
dated 1915 and stamped to the top, the
oil lamp with three glass panels, complete
with burner
£100-200
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711. A reproduction ship’s wheel,
62cm diameter, including handles,
together with a small boats three blade
propeller, stamped BS2315 and BS4039,
also stamped P.P.Co, L.H11” diameter
£50-80
712.

A ship’s three-blade propeller,
stamped 8225, 17.5 x 18 to one side and
12 86 LH to the other
£50-80

713.

A solid bronze ship’s wheel, the
unmarked wheel with eight handles, of
which one being set at a slightly different
angle with additional grip, total diameter
61cm
£100-120

714. A large ship’s three blade
propeller, by P.P & Co, Monaco, stamped
LH and 21½ x 24½
£50-80
715. A Brown Bros & Co Ltd brass and
wood ship’s wheel, the brass wheel with
maker’s name to the centre ‘Brown Bros
& Co Ltd, Rosebank Ironworks, Edinburgh,
with eight turned wooden handles,
complete with mount to back, some of the
handles with damage
£200-250
716.

A military ship’s three blade
propeller by Bamford & Co Ltd of
Stockport, stamped with the broad arrow,
flanked by FL, also ALB in a circle, DRG no.
683/20, 18 x 16¼, right hand, mounted to
wooden plaque on bearing mount
£100-200

717.

S W Fisher prints, Titanic, the
Maiden Voyage 64/850, signed, together
with The Queen Mary at New York
203/850, signed, and The Queen Elizabeth
at Southampton 62/500, signed, all with
certificates (3)
£60-80

718. A reproduction sextant, the
brass sextant in fitted case
£30-50
719. An antique ship’s pulley,
complete with small length of chain, body
22cm
£30-50
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720.

A 20th Century H Hughes & Son
Naval Pitometer Log Clock, in circular
nickel-plated case, the dial lettered ‘Ady.
Patt: No. 810, H Hughes & Son, No. 1531,’
electrical contacts to reverse, 110mm
diam.
£40-60

721.

Transport ephemera, including
railway interest - silver print snapshot
album, GWR locomotives, 1920s, RP
postcard of Wolverhampton Low Level
station staff, taken on down platform,
crossover road semaphore signals behind,
circa 1910, P, LNWR series, later postcards
and images up to 1960s, Cheffins’s Map
of the Railways of England & Scotland,
6th ed., Players cigarette cards, Mornflake
Oats British Trains, and The Champion
Sporting Champions (a lot)
£80-100

722.

A large collection of British road
maps, mainly Scottish, various ages and
conditions, many Ordnance Survey One
Inch
£80-120

723.

A late 19th Century scrap album
of maritime interest titled ‘Passage of
Sailing Ships’, gilt-titled cover, album with
alphabetical inde tabs at front, retailed in
Liverpool, index giving key to listing and
newspaper cuttings of lengths of passage
for sailing ships and, later, steam ships,
including letter from Mr Dewis, who had
once served on the Marie Celesete, a.f.
£40-60

724.

A collection of 1970s/80s
Thoroughbred & Classic Car magazines,
in 10 folders
£40-60

725.

A Ferrari Battery Conditioner,
complete with original red bad with
prancing horse design
£50-100

726.

A collection of Motoring related
books, to include Motor Racing by S.G.H
Davis, Sports Car Bodywork by B.W.Locke,
The Power and the Glory by Ivan Rendall,
The Autobiography of W.O.Bentley and
more (parcel)
£30-40

728.

A collection of 1940s and later
manuals and guides, for motorbike, car
and bicycle, including Villiers, BSA, Honda,
Lambretta and more (parcel)
£50-100

729.

An assortment of British and
Continental road maps, various ages,
some linen backed (parcel)
£30-40

730.

A very large collection of
motoring magazines, together with
guides and manuals, to include, Saab,
Mini, Sunbeam, Austin and more (qty)
£80-120

731.

A chromed and enamel Alfa
Romeo Owners club car mascot, together
with an AA car badge (6A27072), a brass
Alfa Romeo belt buckle, Alfa Romeo
beer mats and a collection of 1970s and
later Alfa Romeo Owners Club magazine
(parcel)
£40-60

732.

A vintage Esso petrol can, in
green, together with a registration plate
‘402K667’ together with a selection of car
lamps and other bits (parcel)
£40-60

733.

An assortment of automobile
books and magazines, to include General
Motors in the United Kingdom, MercedesBenz, Daimler-Benz and more, together
with a selection of motoring related
paperweights and medallions (parcel)
£40-60

734.

A pair of vintage car light covers,
together with a selection of spark plus,
and other motoring items (parcel)
£20-30

735.

A 1960s pottery car desk
ornament, possibly an ashtray, unmarked,
in the form of a futuristic car
£30-50

736.

An early 20th Century French
‘Joie De Vie’ nickel plated car mascot,
in the form of a dancing female, Regd
no.695780, on marble plinth, approx
23cm in total
£200-250

727.

A consecutive set of Road Bike
magazine by Marshall Cavendish, running
from pat 1-84, all 1979, generally good
condition
£40-60
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737.

A rare early 20th Century Elliott
Bros Motor Aneroid, the silvered dial
engraved ‘Motor Aneroid, Elliott Bros,
London’ and divided for ascent and
descent, in heavy brass weather-resistant
dashboard mount, circa 1905-1910,
75mm diam.; see Museum of the History
of Science, Oxford, for similar example,
part of the Elliott Bros archive donated by
Marconi Corporation
£100-150

738.

A 20th Century plated Smiths
motor car dashboard clock, with bezel
wind, 90mm diam.
£40-60
END OF AUCTION
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and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20%
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE;
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot;
and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge VAT at the current
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input
tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000),
debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via
email or post. We will wherever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house
and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not automatically provided within this charge. We also reserve the
right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense)
pay for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days
following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time
period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants
to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller
is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the
auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us
in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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